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Analysis
The Problem: Identification and Background
is an A2 student at
, Leicester, studying Maths, Law and Business. With her
previous exams she had to revise on paper with past exam questions and a maths book but this did not satisfy
her needs for several reasons such as a limited amount of questions and a large use of paper, which can easily
be lost. This system needs to be improved with the use of technology for harder A2 exams to make revision
easier and more organised.

Description of the Current System
Currently
uses questions from the Core 3 and Core 4 maths book to revise, working out the answers
on paper and then using the answers in the back of the book to check whether she was right. However the
large amount of paper used means it is hard to keep track of what has been done from the limited choice of
questions as well as which topics she needs to revise or improve on the most. Her two other common methods
of revision are the use of past exam papers and paper handouts from lessons which also both increase the use
of papers, and make it more difficult to get answers or improve as she will either have to search online for the
past paper mark schemes or go to the maths teachers and wait for the questions to be marked. hopes that a
new electronic revision tool will significantly cut down on the amount of paper used as well as provide a more
efficient way to get answers. This new system should make it easier to decide which topics need the most
revision.
Exam Question Example:
This is an example of a past exam
question. The question is split into several
parts (usually 2, 3 or 4 – 4 in this case)
based around the same topic. The user is
then given space to attempt to answer the
question.
The mark scheme shows a possible way of
how to answer each question, as well as
where they would get the marks. The
answer is also shown, for which they get
marks. Both the question and the mark
scheme show the amount of marks on offer
for each question (shown in brackets).
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Identification of the Prospective User(s)
The main user of the system will obviously be
, as she will be using it for her revision, but there is also
the possibility she will use it with her friends who will also be students. This means there only needs to be one
type of user on the system – the student. Students need to be able to have complete control over all of the
features of the system like choosing which questions to answer as there will not be anyone with higher system
permissions to talk to if there is a problem. For this reason it must also be an easy system to use so the
students don’t have to spend too much time learning how to use it.

Identification of User Needs and Acceptable Limitations
There are several things that my client needs in the system, which are:
•

•

•

•

A large variety of questions from the maths modules C3 and C4 as the current methods of revision
have a very limited amount of questions to answer for revision – one of the main drawbacks of the
current methods of revision. It is likely that random questions will be generated so that there is a
greater possibility from these topics which I need to cover:
o
Algebra and Series
o
Graph transformations
o
Domain, range and combining functions
o
Trigonometric identities
o
Numerical methods (trapezium rule and iteration)
o
Parametric equations
o
Differentiation
o
Integration
o
Vectors
The ability to store scores and feedback from questions is an important feature for the client to
improve how revision can be done. There might possibly be some limitation in terms of what feedback
can be given as marking a random generated question could be very complex however scores from
topic questions is a minimum requirement so that the client can determine what topics they need to
revise.
Worksheets that can be printed off so work can be done away from the computer as revision is done
by the client in different places and there may not always be access to a computer to use the revision
tool, so the revision tool must give some option to work away from the revision tool while still using
some features like random question generation. The preferred method of this by the client would be to
print off questions.
A simple and easy to use user interface. An easy to use interface means that less time has to be spent
on how to use the system and more time can be spent on revision. A complex user interface might
also put the client off revision.

There will also be some limitations to what I can have in the first version of the system due to various reasons
which are discussed below:
•

•

•

•

All maths and further maths modules, as implementing all 18 maths modules would be too hard to do
in the time I has to develop version one of the system so I shall only do the modules which the client
needs the most (the ones exams are being sat for) which are C3 and C4. My limited knowledge on
some of these modules also mean it would take too much time to implement some, but I have
completed C3 and C4 so will be able to implement these quicker. The modules I won’t be including
are:
o
Core maths – C1, C2
o
Further pure maths – FP1, FP2, FP3
o
Mechanics – M1, M2, M3, M4, M5
o
Statistics – S1, S2, S3, S4
o
Decision – D1, D2
A computer program and a mobile app to allow revision to be done in more places however to develop
more than one program would take too much time and is definitely not achievable in version one. The
issues of not being able to revise everywhere will however hopefully be addressed by the ability to
print off worksheets, mentioned in the user’s needs section.
Teaching the topics as well as revision is a feature the client believes would be useful however it is not
a necessity as the client will have hopefully been taught all of the topics by the time they start their
revision. Therefore this will unlikely be implemented in version one due to time constraints on when
the program needs to be made.
More in-depth feedback on the users answers. As briefly mentioned in the user’s needs section it will
be hard to develop an algorithm to give more in-depth feedback on answers to randomly generated
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questions as there are various ways to solve each problem so developing this algorithm would take
away too much time from the main user needs. However some sort of feedback or scoring system will
be implemented to meet the user’s needs.

Data Source(s) and Destination(s)
The table below shows the inputs and outputs that will be expected to and from the system.
Input
Username

Input Method
Text – typed

Password
Topic/Unit to
revise

Button – select
from menu

Questions to
answer
User’s answers

Text - typed

Mark answers

Button – select
after questions
answered

Save questions
Load questions

Print questions
View previous
feedback

Button – select
from menu or
questions form
Button – select
from menu or
question form,
but also input
from file
Button – select
from menu or
questions form
Button – select
from menu, but
also input from
file

Description
The user will enter their
username to log in – log in if
username/password
combination successful
The user selects one of the
available topics that they
would like to revise from
The user selects questions
to revise or gets the
program to randomly
generate some
The user will attempt to
answer the questions they
have been given

Output
User logs in if
successful

Output Medium
On screen

When the user has
answered some questions,
the program will mark and
give feedback on how well
they did
The scores and feedback are
also saved
The user chooses to save
questions that they want to
go back and answer later
Questions that the user has
previously saved will be
loaded for them to answer

User’s score and
feedback on
answers

Questions(s) for the
user to revise

On screen

The user can choose to print
off questions that have
previously been selected
The user can view all saved
feedback that they have
been given previously,
including scores

Question(s)

Print off

User’s score and
feedback on
answers

On screen

Question(s) for the
user to revise

User’s answer(s)

To file
Chosen questions
are saved

Data Volumes
The table below shows the inputs and outputs, as well as their regularity and size.
Input
Username
Password
Topic/Unit
Answers

Regularity
Once per day
Once per day
1-3 times per day
10-20 times per day

Output
Questions

Regularity
10-20 times per day

Saved Questions

~3 times per day

Feedback

10-20 times per day

Username-Password File

Once per day

Printed Worksheets

Once per week

Quantity/Size
~15 char string
~15 char string
9 topics
Double or special maths char data
type
Quantity/Size
String or specials maths char data
type
~ 255 char per question
File (question, correct answer)
~25 saved questions
File (score byte, feedback string)
~100 saved feedbacks
File (username, password)
~3 users
A page
~5 questions
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Analysis Data Dictionary (from perspective of end user)
Below is a dictionary of all the data from the proposed system that will be saved to files, as well as the type,
purpose, size and how the data is expected to be validated.
Name
Username

Purpose
Unique for user
login
Unique for user
login
Record time of
particular revision
session

Type
String

Size
15

Example
AEiouqwrt

String

15

Pass123

TDateTime

19

01/01/2015
18:00:00

Note topic that was
revised in particular
session
Note correct marks
from particular
session
Note total marks
from particular
session
System generated
feedback from
particular session

String

30

Algebra and
Series

Byte

2

17

Byte

2

25

String

255

Focus on x,
well done with
y.

Date Time

Record time
particular question
was saved

TDateTime

19

01/01/2015
19:00:00

Topic

Note topic that
question belongs to

String

30

Algebra and
Series

Question

Question that is
being saved

String

255

Differentiate
x3

Correct
Answer

Correct answer to
question being
saved, doesn’t have
to be recalculated

String

255

3x2

Password
Date Time

Topic
Correct Marks
Total Marks
Feedback
String

Validation
Max length of
15 char
Max length of
15 char
In correct
format, and
check to make
sure date has
occurred
Make sure is
on the list of
topics
Lower than or
equal to total
marks
Greater than
or equal to
correct marks
None
(computer
generated
format)
In correct
format, and
check to make
sure date has
occurred
Make sure is
on the list of
topics
None
(computer
generated
format)
In correct
mathematical
format

Userfile

Feedback

Saved
Questions
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Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs) (existing and proposed system) to level 1
Current System

Student
wants
example

Finished
with
example

Student
wants
question

Finds question in
book or past paper

Answers
question
Once all
questions are
answered

Student answers
compared to
correct answers
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Proposed System

Log in
failed

Log in
success

User wants to
answer questions

User
wants to
answer
saved
questions

User wants to
print questions

Generate
questions from
topic

Save
feedback
from
questions to
file

User given
questions
answer

Go back
to menu
once
printed

User chooses to
save some
questions

Save chosen
questions to
file

Once all
questions are
answered

Objectives for the Proposed System
The objectives for the first version of the system are outlined below and are all to be completed by the project
deadline of April 2016:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Allow the user to select to answer questions from any of the topics in C3 or C4 (which were listed in
the user’s needs section)
The system has the capability to randomly generate over a hundred unique questions for each topic
The system will mark the user’s answers, and the user can receive feedback on every revision session
so they know how to improve
All scores from revision (on the system) can be stored and viewed at a later date
The user can choose to print off any of the questions on the system
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The user can choose to save any of the questions on the system, and they can be retrieved to be
answered later
The system will be easy to navigate for users in comparison to the current system, which can be
measured through a user questionnaire
Complete the first version of the system by the end of April 2016

Realistic Appraisal of the Feasibility of Potential Solutions
There are several possible solutions to solve the client’s needs, including:
•
•
•
•
•

A manual (paper) solution
Generic software package solutions
Off-the-shelf software solutions
A bespoke software solution
Self-developed software

Each potential solution has been compared to all objectives of the proposed system as well as a few more
advantages and disadvantages given below.
Manual (Paper) Solution
The current system for revision is a manual solution which has been described previously. It has the advantage
of being useable anywhere however there are several disadvantages to a manual solution which need to be
addressed in the new revision system.
Pros
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Can be carried around anywhere providing it
can all fit in a folder/bag
Easy to give to teachers or other students to
mark and compare work
Solution is useable instantly since it is the
currently used revision method
Will be easy to navigate, the client is used to
this system
Can revise any topic from C3 and C4
Can save scores from revision
The user can save any questions, simply by
writing them down or keeping the paper they
are on

Cons
•
•
•

•
•

Will require a lot of storage at home or at
college if a lot of paper is used
Will have to keep paying for more paper and
stationary – and will need them whenever
doing revision
Separate books for questions will be needed
which will have a limited number of
questions, so only so many possible
questions can be attempted
Will not gain feedback on individual
questions unless they find someone else to
help them
Cannot print (which is objective of system)
however shouldn’t really need to print

Generic Software Package Solutions
A generic software solution would be the use of general-purpose application software for the use of revision.
This is possibly the most unrealistic solution to the problem as it would be very limited in terms what revision
can be done. Saving test scores would be very easy as well as planning what revision could be done as this
could all be done with Microsoft Excel or any similar spreadsheet software but the actual revision would be
hard to complete, questions provided would be very limited – in fact most would be generated by the user
themselves.
Pros
•
•
•
•

File handling is very simple and easy – can
save questions and scores
Solution will not cost anything as generalpurpose software
Will be able to print off any work
Possible to have a log in feature

Cons
•
•
•
•

Extremely limited in terms of revision that
can be done – limited questions
Will not receive any feedback unless they
show someone else (possibly requiring
printing off)
System will be hard to navigate compared to
others, lots of different programs
Won’t be able to revise all topics using just
generic software solution – however could
still generate some questions using macros

Off-the-Shelf Software Solutions
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There are a few possible software solutions available to the client. The main online software is a solution called
MyMaths however that is too expensive for the client as it is over £500 and is designed to be bought by
teachers who give it to all their students. Another piece of off-the-shelf software is the A-Level Maths CD by
Avanquest Software which is significantly cheaper, and has a range of advantages and disadvantages. The pros
and cons of off-the-shelf software in general have been discussed below.
Pros
•
•
•
•
•
•

Has already been made, can be used
instantly
Likely to be developed and proven to
improve grades and help with revision
Will include different methods of revision like
past papers, random questions, quick-fire
help, etc.
Will be able to revise any topic
Will be given feedback on questions, scores
as a minimum
System have been developed to be easy to
navigate

Cons
•
•
•
•
•

Need to be at a computer to revise
Will have to pay to use or buy the software
(sometimes very expensive like MyMaths)
Still has a limited amount of questions due to
question structure however more than other
solutions like manual
Printing may not be possible, one of the
things wanted by the client
Questions cannot be saved for later, but can
be revised if they are not randomly
generated ones

Bespoke Software Solution
A bespoke software solution would be to pay developers to make a revision tool specifically for the client. The
solution could be made exactly to every requirement by experienced professionals however the main
disadvantage is the cost of this solution. Other advantages and disadvantages are discussed below.
Pros
•
•
•
•
•
•

Will be made exactly how it needs to be
Could possibly have an unlimited (or very
large) amount of questions
Printing worksheets will be possible
System should be easy to navigate
System will be able to mark the user’s
answers
Will be able to save feedback, scores and
questions

Cons
•
•
•

Very expensive to pay someone to pay for an
individual revision program
Need to be at a computer to revise
Solution will not be available immediately,
client will have to wait months for the
revision tool to be made

Self-Developed Software Solution
A self-developed software solution would be made by me to the exact requirements of the client. There are a
few options for this such as a website, an object-oriented program or a command-line program. The most
realistic option would be for an object-oriented program made in a language I am used to like Delphi or as it
gives me greater options on how to design the software. I will also be able to easily contact the client. The
advantages and disadvantages are discussed below.
Pros
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Can be made exactly to the client’s
requirements
Could have an unlimited number of questions
which is a main concern for the client
Printing worksheets will be possible
System should be easy to navigate
System will be able to mark the user’s
answers
Saving questions and feedback into files is
possible
Solution will not cost the user anything

Cons
•
•

Not made by a professional so cannot be
expected to be made to the same standard
Limited time requirement for development,
could be quicker than bespoke software but
still not readily available

Justification of Chosen Solution (use of formal methods, e.g. observation, analysis
of existing paperwork, interviews, surveys)
I have chosen to develop an object-oriented program in Delphi as the solution to the problem.
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I chose Delphi as it is a language I am very familiar with having used Pascal and Delphi throughout my
previous year at college, so I will not need to learn how to program in a language which would waste valuable
development time. It is object-oriented which allows a greater complexity of the solution so more of the user
requirements can be met and will make the program more user-friendly. I also have professional software
(Embarcadero) available to develop the solution which is another significant advantage.
The manual solution has loads of disadvantages which have been previously discussed, such as the very
limited range of questions, which is why the solution will not be manual. General-purpose software has the
same disadvantage of a limited question range. Although there are some advantages to off-the-shelf software
there is not one that can meet all of the requirements of the client. The bespoke solution, even though it could
meet all user requirements, would be too expensive for the client to pay for while a self-developed solution
would be free. With the self-developed software I will be able to work with the client to meet all of the needs.
Interview With End User
I conducted an interview with my client on 18th September so that I could gain more information on what they
would like the revision tool, which would help me decide which solution I would work on.
Curtis: What current methods do you use for revision?
End User: So for maths, because it is a practical subject, I answer questions and past papers and go over my
notes. Just answer questions to see where I go wrong and improve.
Curtis: Where do you usually revise and for how long?
End User: In the library at college or at home, and how long depends. Maybe an hour but with short breaks in
that hour.
Curtis: What are the benefits of these current methods?
End User: They give me a feel for how the actual exam will be, and I can do easy and hard questions. I start
off with easy questions but then move onto harder questions and if I don't understand it I can find out how to
do it from the book.
Curtis: In this computer program, would you like to keep these benefits?
End User: I think if there's like some questions which I don't know how to do I can select an option to go over
notes. And yeah, I'd like to try and keep the benefits.
Curtis: Is there anything bad about the way you revise? Anything the program can improve on?
End User: Sometimes I can't find the information quickly like the solution to the problem, but I think the
program can improve on that. Or I'd like to find similar questions and I can't find them.
Curtis: What maths units are you doing? And what would you like on the system.
End User: I'm doing C3 and C4 and I'd like them on the program.
Curtis: What would be the best things about a computer-based revision tool?
End User: If I answer a question it should be able to mark it and go through the steps of how to solve it.
Explain how to answer the questions it gives.
Curtis: How would you like to input into the system? Like answer questions?
End User: I'd like to use a computer because it's easy to input into and I can use it in the library and at home.
Curtis: Would you like to be able to print anything off?
End User: I'd like to have the option to print questions or do them on the computer. But I'd like random
questions so I don't have to keep doing the same questions over and over like from the book.
Curtis: Will anyone else use the system?
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End User: I think I'll be the only one to use the system but I might do some revision with other people so
we'd need to print off worksheets for several people - so we can all work on it together. We need to know how
to answer it if none of us can do it.
Curtis: So what type of data will need to be stored?
End User: I would like that if there was a question I got wrong or couldn't answer I should be able to favourite
it so that I can go back to it later. Or also save dates for my exams so it knows when my exams are.
Curtis: Is data security important?
End User: I don't really need security as I won’t have any personal data however I'd like a username and
password so only I can access my favourites.
Curtis: Do you have any money available for a bespoke software solution?
EndUser: No
Curtis: Anything else you would like to add?
EndUser: I've made a few suggestions throughout. Also I'd like a nice simple design so that I don't get bored
of revising, and something that's easy to use.

Identification of Objects and Object-Analysis Diagrams for Object-Oriented
Programmed Solutions
Access Type
Private

Name
Question Type

Type
String

Initial Value
None

Public

Question

String

None

Public

Answer

String

None

Public

User Answer

String

None

Public

Marks

Integer

0

Public

Total Marks

Integer

0

Public

Questions

None

Public

Marks

Array of
TQuestion
Integer

Public

Total Marks

Integer

0

Access Type
Private

Method Name
GenerateQuestion

Parameters
Question Type

Return Values
Question

Private

CalculateAnswer

Question

Answer, Total
Marks

Private

MarkAnswer

Marks

Public

SaveQuestion

Answer, User
Answer, Total
Marks
TQuestion (all)

Private

SumMarks

Questions

Marks, Total
Marks

Public

PrintQuestions

Questions

None

0

Description
Type of question, e.g.
geometric series
The actual question the
user will answer
The correct answer to the
question
The user’s answer to the
question
The number of marks
scored by the user
The total number of
possible marks scored by
the user
All of the questions in the
collection/sheet
The number of marks
scored by the user
The total number of
possible marks scored by
the user

None

TQuestion

TQuestionSheet

Description
Generates a random
question based on
the type wanted
Calculates the
correct answer to
the question
Marks the user’s
answer to the
question
Saves the question
for later use
Sums the individual
marks and total
marks from
questions
Prints the questions

TQuestion

TQuestionSheet
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Button
Label

Revision

Heading

Sends to question
choice page

Title for menu to
make home look
more welcoming

Button
Saved questions
Sends to saved
questions page

Image
Maths Related
Image
Make the home
page look more
visually pleasing for
user

Button

Button

Feedback

Info

Sends to previous
feedback page

Gives more info on
the program
Label
Heading
Heading for revision
topic or worksheet

Editbox

Label

Working Out

Question

A place for the user
to work out the
answer

Question to be
answered

Editbox
Answer Box

Button

Where the user
enters their
answers

Mark Answers
Marks the users
answers and sends
to feedback form
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Design
Overall System Design
Input
•
•

•

•
•

Username and password inputted by user
when logging in by text fields
Menu, where user chooses what they want to
do in the system (view feedback, view saved
questions, generate new questions), menu
made up of buttons
User selects which topics to randomly
generate questions, or selects to answer
previously saved question, by clicking a
button
User can select to save specific questions
(save to file) – clicking a button
User inputs their answers to each question
they have been given by text fields

Storage
•
Save list of username and password for each
user to the same file
•
Save questions (when chosen by user) with
question and which user saved it – all in the
same file
•
Save feedback from each time a user does a
set of questions, with the feedback, date and
which user received it – all in the same file

Processes
•
When topics have been selected the system
generates random questions for that topic
•
When user has answered questions the
system will mark (compared to calculated
correct answers) and give feedback
•
Entered username-password combination
compared to file for log in system
•
Saving username, passwords, feedback and
questions when required

Output
•
Print out worksheet of questions selected by
user – when chosen
•
Show randomly generated questions for user
to answer when they select a topic
•
Show saved questions for user to answer –
when chosen

Topic Questions
There are eight different maths topics that the user will be able to revise in the program, and for each topic
there are a few different subtopics that the question could be on. The subtopics can be chosen randomly or by
the user, and are given below.
Algebra and Series
•
Algebraic Fractions
•
Partial Fractions
•
Partial Fractions with Repeated Factor
•
Binomial Expansion
Numerical Methods
•
Change of Sign
•
Iteration
•
Trapezium Rule Table
•
Trapezium Rule Formula
Functions
•
F(x) and G(x) Combinations
•
Domain and Range
•
Inverse Functions
•
Transformations (including modulus)
Trigonometry
•
Sec, Cosec, Cot, Arcsin, Arccos, Arctan
•
Proofs
Differentiation
•
e and ln
•
Sin, Cos, Tan, Sec, Cosec, Cot
•
Chain Rule
•
Product Rule
•
Quotient Rule
•
ax
•
Parametrics
•
Implicit
•
Connected Rates of Change
Coordinate Geometry
•
Converting Parametric to Cartesian
•
Sketching Parametrics
Integration
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Brackets Powered
Exponential
Reciprocal
Trigonometric
Substitution
By Parts

Vectors
•
Magnitude
•
Scalar (Dot) Product
•
Lines

Mathematical Display Codes
So that complex mathematical equations can be stored and generated by the system they must be held in a
string. Displaying them will be more complex and will involve moving certain characters around, for example
with indices, or enlarging certain characters, such as the sigma notation. It is therefore required that there are
extra codes that are stored in string format but will be displayed properly (in mathematical format). These
codes will be read by the system when displaying questions or when displaying a users’ answer (which will be
shown alongside the text box they enter their answer in). The codes are based on LaTeX however I will only
include the ones required for C3 and C4 maths to simplify the program and make it easier for the user to input.
These codes can be divided into several categories.
Trigonometric Functions
Trigonometric functions are functions which require multiple letters which could otherwise be mistaken for
algebraic letters by the mathematic calculator when calculating answers so require separate codes.
Code
\sin
\cos
\tan
\arcsin
\arccos
\arctan
\cot
\sec
\cosec
\theta

Example Use
\sin(45)
\cos(45)
\tan(45)
\arcsin(45)
\arccos(45)
\arctan(45)
\cot(45)
\sec(45)
\cosec(45)
\theta

Example Display
Sin(45)
Cos(45)
Tan(45)
Arcsin(45)
Arccos(45)
Arctan(45)
Cot(45)
Sec(45)
Cosec(45)
Θ

Powers and Indices
Power and index codes are common ones used in mathematical equations and require both shrinking some
characters and moving them around. Both codes can be used with or without curly braces depending on
whether a single character will be changed or multiple characters.
Code
^
^{}
_
_{}

Example Use
x^2y
x^{17}y
a_1b
a_{11}b

Example Display
x2y
x17y
a1b
a11b

Sums, Integrals and Square Roots
The sums, integrals and square root codes will require some enlargements of characters and possibly moving
them around too. Each display also involves characters which cannot be found on a normal keyboard.
Code

\sqrt{}
\sum{}{}

Example Use
\sqrt{11}
\sum{i=1}{10}

\int{}{}

\int{0}{2}

\int

\int

Example Display
�{11}
{10}

�

{i=1}
2

�

0

∫
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Fractions and Binomials
The fraction and binomial codes do not require any enlargements but will require characters to be moved
around.
Code
\frac{}{}

Example Use
\frac{22}{9}

\binom{}{}

\binom{n}{k}

Example Display
22
9
𝑛
� �
𝑘

Extras
The extra codes are single characters which require no formatting but cannot be typed using a normal
keyboard, so therefore require codes.
Code
\pm
\mp
\leq
\geq
\inf

Example Use
1\pm0.5
1\mp0.5
x\leq2
x\geq1
\inf

Example Display
1±0.5
1∓0.5
x≤2
x≥1
∞

Modular Structure
Form Navigation
The flowchart below shows each of the forms that will be in the program and how the user can navigate
between them. The flowchart does not include dialogue boxes which are able to appear on a majority of the
forms however. This may possibly change during implementation however it is the design I plan to stick to.

System Flow Chart (from users perspective)
The flow chart below shows the navigation of the program from the perspective of the user; it shows what they
would be doing on the program. It starts at “User enters log in details” and the user can move along any line,
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with some lines only travelable in one direction (shown with an arrow). Like the form navigation this may
change during implementation but I plan to stick to it.

Design Data Dictionary and Data Structures
Name
Username
Password
Date Time

User

Topic

Correct Marks

Total Marks

Purpose
Unique for
user login
Unique for
user login
Record time
of particular
revision
session

Type
String

Size
15

Example
AEiouqwrt

Validation
Max length
of 15 char
Max length
of 15 char
In correct
format, and
check to
make sure
date has
occurred
Max length
of 15 char

String

15

Pass123

TDateTime

19

01/01/2015
18:00:00

Notes the
user which
received the
feedback
Note topic
that was
revised in
particular
session
Note correct
marks from
particular
session
Note total
marks from
particular
session

String

15

AEiouqwrt

String

30

Algebra and
Series

Make sure is
on the list of
topics

Byte

2

17

Lower than
or equal to
total marks

Byte

2

25

Greater than
or equal to
correct
marks

Userfile

Feedback

17
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System
generated
feedback
from
particular
session
Record time
particular
question was
saved

String

255

Focus on x,
well done
with y.

None
(computer
generated
format)

TDateTime

19

01/01/2015
19:00:00

Notes the
user which
saved the
question
Question that
is being
saved

String

15

AEiouqwrt

In correct
format, and
check to
make sure
date has
occurred
Max length
of 15 char

TQuestion

255

Differentiate
x3

Note topic
that question
belongs to
Note subtopic that
question
belongs to

String

30

Algebra and
Series

String

30

Partial
Fractions

Question

Question that
is being
saved

String

255

Differentiate
x3

Correct Answer

Correct
answer to
question
being saved,
doesn’t have
to be
recalculated

String

255

3x2

Date Time

User

Question

Topic
Sub-Topic

None
(computer
generated
format)
Make sure is
on the list of
topics
Make sure is
on the list of
sub-topics
under
specific topic
None
(computer
generated
format)
Max length
of 15 char

Saved
Question

Question

Based on the design data dictionary, I have decided on the classes which I am going to need as part of the
program, which are TUser, TFeedback, TSavedQuestion and TQuestion.
TUser
TUser = Class
Public
Function GetUsername
Function GetPassword
Function SetUsername
Function SetPassword
Private
Username : String[15]
Password : String[15]
End
TFeedback
TFeedback = Class
Public
Function GetFeedbackTime
Function GetUser
Function GetTopic
Function GetCorrectMarks
Function GetTotalMarks
Function GetComments
Function SetFeedbackTime
Function SetUser
Function SetTopic
Function SetCorrectMarks
Function SetTotalMarks
Function SetComments
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Private
FeedbackTime : TDateTime
User : String[15]
Topic : String[30]
CorrectMarks : Byte
TotalMarks : Byte
Comments : String[255]
End
TSavedQuestion
TSavedQuestion = Class (TQuestion)
Public
Function GetSaveTime
Function GetUser
Function SetSaveTime
Function SetUser
Private
SaveTime : TDateTime
User : String[15]
End
TQuestion
TQuestion = Class
Public
Function GetTopic
Function GetSubTopic
Function GetQuestion
Function GetCorrectAnswer
Function SetTopic
Function SetSubTopic
Function SetQuestion
Function SetCorrectAnswer
Private
Topic : String[30]
SubTopic : String[30]
Question : String[255]
CorrectAnswer : String[255]
End

Validation including Error Handling
Username and password input needs to be validated. Both must be within 6 and 15 characters inclusive with
can be checked with a simple length check, which will therefore also include a presence check as 0 characters,
which will not be accepted, meaning nothing has been entered. For a successful log in the user credentials
must also be validated against the username-password file. Similarly, when creating a new account both the
username and password will have the length check as well as the username being checked against current
usernames to make sure no two accounts have the same username.
When the user answers a question the answer must be validated so that it is between 1 and 255 characters
which will be more than required to answer any question the system generates. Since it requires 1 character it
will also therefore involve a presence check to make sure that the user attempts to answer all questions. The
mathematical display codes that the user can use in their answers are also counted in the 255 character limit
even if they are shortened when displaying the answer (for example \sin is 4 characters which is what will be
counted even if shortened to 3 characters, sin, when displayed).
The user will be able to select which topics they want to revise based on a list they are given to them so will
not require any validation. However a type check is required for the number of questions the system will
generate as it must be an integer, and a maximum of 20 questions can be generated so that the system can
handle the request in a reasonable amount of time.
The locations of files and their names will automatically be chosen to simplify the system for the user. If no file
can be found for the usernames and passwords the user will have an option to create an account so that they
can log in. If no file can be found for the saved questions it will be created when they save their first question,
and if they try to view the saved questions before a file is created they will be notified that no file (and saved
questions) exist. The approach to no file being found for feedback will be similar to the one used for saved
questions.
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File Organisation, Processing & Storage Media
The files for the system will be:
•
•
•

Username-Password File
Saved Question File
Feedback File

Each file will be saved as a .AMF file, which stands for A-Level Maths File, and will be a binary file. The
description of each file is given below.
The Username-Password File will be users.AMF and will store the username and password for each file in type
TUser, which contains:
•
•

Username (String[15])
Password (String[15])

It will be dynamic so will be able to save as many users (with unique usernames) as required, however I
predict approximately 5-10 users will be saved. The file will be required for the program to be used, but can be
created on first use or if the file cannot be detected. It should also be possible to create, edit and delete
records.
The Saved Question File will be savedquestions.AMF and will store the saved questions for all users in type
TSavedQuestion, which contains:
•
•
•

DateTime (DateTime)
User (String[15])
Question (TQuestion)

It will also be dynamic so will be able to save as many questions as the users want, but when loaded into the
program each user will only be able to view the questions they have saved, hence the user field. This file is not
required prior to the program being first used.
The Feedback File will be feedback.AMF and will store the feedback and scores from all users in type
TFeedback, which contains:
•
•
•
•
•
•

DateTime (DateTime)
User (String[15])
Topic (String[30])
CorrectMarks (Integer)
TotalMarks (Integer)
Comments (String[255])

The file will be dynamic and can save as much feedback for all users as is given by the program, but like the
saved questions file each user can only view their own feedback when it is loaded into the program. This file is
not required prior to the program being first used.
Each question, such as those saved in TSavedQuestion, will be of type TQuestion and will be made up of:
•
•
•
•

Topic (String[30])
Question (TQuestion)
CorrectAnswer (String[255])
Sub-Topic (String[30])

Hardware Specification
My program will require the following hardware when being ran on a PC:
•
•
•

Monitor/Screen – so that the user can view the program (questions, feedback, etc.)
Keyboard – so that the user can input answers to questions
Mouse – to select options from menus as well as selecting topics and viewing feedback

And the following hardware is recommended but not necessary:
•

Printer – so the user can print off worksheets of questions they have selected
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The program will be distributed and be accessible from a USB stick as it is easy to give to a user, and the
program will not be massive in terms of storage so will fit on a USB stick. Since the user will only be given an
executable of the program they should be able to move it to whatever storage device they would prefer such
as a hard drive or a DVD.

Algorithms for Data Transformation
Log In Screen
Explanation
When the user initially tries to log in the username and password entered must fall within certain bounds (6-15
characters) as well as be on the list of accepted users. This algorithm checks the inputs meet all of the criteria.
Although maximum character input can be managed through object properties it will also be done in this
algorithm for extra validation.
Pseudo-Code
UsernameList  Import userlist
Login  False
IF (UsernameEnteredLength < 16) AND (UsernameEnteredLength > 5) AND (PasswordEnteredLength < 16)
AND (PasswordEnteredLength > 5)
THEN FOR Count 1 to UsernameListLength
IF (UsernameEntered = UsernameList[Count].Username) AND (PasswordEntered =
UsernameList[Count].Password)
THEN Login  True
IF Login = True
THEN UserLoggedIn = UsernameEntered
Open MainMenu
Close LoginScreen
ELSE Output ‘Login failed, wrong username or password.

Generate Numerical Solutions Question
Explanation
Creates a question based on the topic of numerical solutions. There are 4 different types of questions that
could appear and any of them have been previously chosen or the program chooses a random one. A question
from that type is then generated.
The four types are:
Change of Sign
Iteration
Trapezium Rule Table
Trapezium Rule Formula
Similar algorithms will be used for the generation of all other random questions.
Pseudo-Code
IF QuestionType >= 1 and QuestionType <= 4
THEN QuestionType  Random number between 1 and 4
IF QuestionType = 1 or QuestionType = 2
THEN Equation  Generate equation
Root  Find equation root
LeftSideRoot  Root – 0.1
RightSideRoot  Root + 0.1
IF QuestionType = 1
THEN Question  Generate wording with Equation, LeftSideRoot, RightSideRoot
ELSE
THEN DecimalPlaceAccuracy  Random number between 1 and 3
Question  Generate wording with Equation, LeftSideRoot, RightSideRoot, DecimalPlaceAccuracy
ELSE IF QuestionType = 3 or QuestionType = 4
THEN Equation  Generate equation
NumberOfTrapeziumLines  Random number between 3 and 6
TrapeziumWidth  Random number between 1 and 3
TrapeziumLines[1]  Random number between -5 and 5
FOR Count 2 to NumberOfTrapeziumLines
TrapeziumLines[Count]  TrapeziumLines[1] + (TrapeziumWidth * (Count – 1))
IF QuestionType = 3
THEN Question  Generate wording with Equation, TrapeziumLines
ELSE IF QuestionType = 4
THEN FOR Count 1 to NumberOfTrapeziumLines
TrapeziumLineAnswers[Count]  TrapeziumLines[Count] in Equation
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Question  Generate wording with Equation, TrapeziumLines, TrapeziumLineAnswers

Show Indices On Form
Explanation
This algorithm is part of a larger algorithm which shows a mathematical equation to the user, with an input of
a string. This algorithm will display an index with regular sized numbers. Since it is part of a larger algorithm,
the larger algorithm is called recursively from inside this smaller section of this algorithm. The following
characters are special:
‘^’ indicates the start of an index
‘{‘ indicates the start of an index which contains more than one character, must appear after ‘^’
‘}’ indicates the end of an index
Numbers cannot be used as special characters as they will obviously be part mathematical equations, and the
same for letters which will be part of functions like sine, cosine and tangent.
Pseudo-Code
WHILE CurrentLetterPosition <= TotalStringLength
IF TotalString[CurrentLetterPosition] = ‘^’
YOutputPosition -= 1
CurrentLetterPosition += 1
IF TotalString[CurrentLetterPosition] = ‘{‘
REPEAT
RecallRecursively(XOutputPosition, YOutputPosition, TotalString[CurrentLetterPosition])
Count += 1
UNTIL TotalString[CurrentLetterPosition] = ‘}’ or CurrentLetterPosition > TotalStringLength
ELSE
Write(XOutputPosition, YOutputPosition, TotalString[CurrentLetterPosition])
XOutputPosition += 1
YOutputPosition += 1
ELSE
Write(XOutputPosition, YOutputPosition, TotalString[CurrentLetterPosition])
XOutputPosition += 1
Count += 1

Import Saved Questions
Explanation
All questions saved by all users will be held in a single file. This algorithm checks all of the saved questions and
stores the ones saved by the current user in an array (to be viewed at a later date).
Pseudo-Code
AllSavedQuestions  Import Saved Questions
FOR Count 1 to AllSavedQuestionsLength
IF AllSavedQuestions[Count].User = CurrentUser
THEN Add AllSavedQuestions[Count] to UserSavedQuestions

User Interface Design (HCI)
Menu
Several user interface designs were created to try and find a design which the client would be happy with and
which matched the system objectives, specifically to be easy to navigate for the user.
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The two designs above are for the menu of the system once the user has logged in and will be a main form
that the user will see. The design on the left is the simplest the menu could be and only includes the title of the
program as well as buttons to navigate to other forms. This would meet the system objectives and would be
very easy to navigate however it may be possible to create a menu which is still easy to navigate but includes
more information such as a small snippet of previous feedback given to the user during revision. That is what
the design on the right is. It is a modification of the first design with the feedback area and a revision tip area
included. It still looks simple and would still be easy for the user to navigate which is why I believe it is the
preferable design. After showing both designs to my client they decided they decided that both were simple
enough for the program and they would therefore like to go with the second design as it provides a bit more
information.
Question Form
I also needed designs for the form where the user would answer their questions. Again this needed to be easy
to navigate to comply with objective 7 but there must also be a way of saving questions to comply with
objective 6.

I only created one design for the question form as I believed it would be a good design at this stage; however I
would have to ask my client to be sure. The design shows a single question at a time and allows the user to
move between questions, answering them in whatever order they want. They have space to include their
working out (which is not required) and a box to write their answer. There is also a ‘Save Question’ buttons to
comply with objective 6. I believe the design is simple enough to comply with objective 7 but I would have to
ask my client to be sure. My client believes the design is suitable but they would also like a small button next
to the answer box to open a form which shows the maths code. They think everything else is fine.
Question Print-Out
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Another design that was needed was the design for the sheet that the question can print out of questions they
have previously saved or of randomly generated questions so that the system can comply with objective 5. I
made a single design that I believe would be sufficient so that I could show the client and gain feedback on
how to improve it. The design simply lists each question, with no answers or area to work out their answers.
The header at the top of the print-out will include the program name, the topic of revision and the date printed
out. My client agrees with the current design and they want it to always be in black and white to save on
printing costs, as they will not need any questions to be in colour.
Dialogue Boxes
I thought I would design a few dialogue boxes to make sure that how I make them will be easy for the user to
understand. I designed four boxes to see whether the client could understand where they would appear in the
program, what they are meant to be telling the user and what the user is meant to do.

The dialogue box shows ‘Log in failed. Wrong username or password’. My client says it is clear what the
dialogue box means and it does not need changing.

The dialogue box shows ‘This question has already been saved’. My client says they think they understand that
the question will not be saved as it has been saved previously but the dialogue box is not clear enough. I will
therefore change the wording to ‘Not saved, this question has previously been saved’.
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The dialogue box shows ‘Are you sure you want to delete this piece of feedback’, with ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ options.
My client says it is clear what the dialogue box means and it does not need changing.

The dialogue box shows ‘Invalid number of questions. Please enter an integer between 0 and 20’. My client
says it is clear what the dialogue box means and it does not need changing.

Security and Integrity of Data
Although there will not be any personal data stored there will still be passwords and other stored data that the
client wants securing. To secure these all data will be saved to binary files which will only be readable to
someone who is logged into the program. Also, each user of the program will only be able to view the data
they have saved through the log in system.
As mentioned previously the system will use validation to keep the integrity of the data. Validation will be used
in all areas discussed in the section “Validation including Error Handling”.

System Security
To keep the system secure there will be a log in system so that a user can only use the program, and view
their own data, if they are logged in. This will stop unwanted people having access to the system. It will be
recommended to users that they do not give their password to anyone.
I will expect the users to have antivirus software to ensure viruses are not able to corrupt the data. There will
also be several backups on cloud storage and USB sticks of the program in case it is corrupted, so the user
should easily be able to reinstall the program.

Test Strategy
The test plan I will use has been given below. It will involve top-down testing which means I will test separate
sections of the program as I develop them which allows me to find flaws in the program early on and know
exactly where they are caused, meaning I am able to fix them more easily.
Test
No.
1

SubCode
A
B

Description

Test

Log In
Username
Length

5 char
6 char

C

10 char

D

15 char

E

16 char

F
G

Log In Password
Length

5 char
6 char

H

10 char

I

15 char

J

16 char

K

Log In
UsernamePassword
Combination

Correct
Username,
Correct
Password

Expected
Outcome
Username
rejected
Username
accepted
Username
accepted
Username
accepted
Username
rejected
Username
rejected
Username
accepted
Username
accepted
Username
accepted
Username
rejected
Log in successful

Actual
Outcome

Comments
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M

N
2

A

Save Question

B
C
3

A
B
C
D
E
F

4

A
B

A
B

Correct
Username,
Wrong Password
Wrong
Username,
Correct
Password
Wrong
Username,
Wrong Password
No File Previous
First Save
Second Save

Entering
Answers Length

0 char

Load Saved
Questions

No File

C
5

0330

1 char
10 char
100 char
255 char
256 char

File Without
Saved
Questions
File With Saved
Questions

Load Saved
Questions

C

No File
File Without
Feedback
File With
Feedback

6

A

Delete Saved
Question

On Click

7

A

Delete Saved
Feedback

On Click

8

A

Question
Generation
Selection

Algebra and
Series

B

Numerical
Methods

C

Functions

D

Trigonometry

E

Differentiation

F

Coordinate
Geometry

25270

Log in failed
Log in failed

Log in failed
Create new file
and save question
Save question
Question not
saved, user
notified
Answer not
accepted
Answer accepted
Answer accepted
Answer accepted
Answer accepted
Answer not
accepted
User notified of no
file
Saved questions
form loaded but
with no questions
message
Saved questions
form loaded with
questions shown
User notified of no
file
Feedback form
loaded but with
no feedback
message
Feedback form
loaded with
feedback shown
‘Are you sure’
dialogue, and
delete if yes
selected
‘Are you sure’
dialogue, and
delete if yes
selected
Question
generated on
algebra and series
Question
generated on
numerical
methods
Question
generated on
functions
Question
generated on
trigonometry
Question
generated on
differentiation
Question
generated on
coordinate
geometry
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Integration

H

Vectors

A

Question Output
Style

B

Choose to print

Choose on
computer

25270

Question
generated on
integration
Question
generated on
vectors
Dialogue box
giving options on
how to print
generated
questions
Question form
shown with
questions
generated

Navigation Test Strategy
This test plan is for the navigation between forms. Not every form can be travelled to from every other form
however the correct routes need to be tested. The table is unidirectional; the rows tell what form the user is
travelling from while the columns show what the user is travelling to. It is like this as being able to travel from
X to Y does not necessarily mean the user can travel from Y to X.
A
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

U

U

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

U

U

U

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

U

-

U

-

B

U

C

U

-

D

-

-

U

E

-

-

U

-

F

-

-

U

-

-

G

-

-

U

-

-

-

H

-

-

U

-

-

-

U
-

Form Keys:
A – Log In Form
B – Create Account Form
C – Main Menu
D – Program Info Form
E – Saved Questions Viewing Form
F – Revise Question Select Form
G – Questions Form
H – Question Answers and Feedback Form
Navigation Keys:
N – Not Working
U – Untested
W – Working
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Testing
Test Plan with Test Data
Test
No.
1

Description

Type/Reason

Test Data

Login Form

Valid User/Pass

curtis
password
curtis
passyw
curtino
password
curtino
passyw
CURTIS
PASSWORD
Click

2

4
5

7
8
9

10
11
12

15

16

17

18
19
20
21

abcdefghijklmno

Text is entered

As expected

Figure 5

abcdefghijklmnop

As expected

Figure 5

Entering 10 char in
password (valid)
Entering 15 char in
password
(boundary)
Entering 16 char in
password (invalid)

abcdefghij

Text is not
entered, only
first 15
characters
Text is entered

As expected

Figure 6

abcdefghijklmno

Text is entered

As expected

Figure 7

abcdefghijklmnop

As expected

Figure 7

User that already
exists
(invalid)
New user,
passwords that
match
(valid)
New user,
passwords that do
not match
(invalid)
New user,
passwords match
but different cases
(invalid)
New user, user
length 5 char
(invalid)

curtis
passyw
passyw
curtis2nd
password
password

Text is not
entered, only
first 15
characters
Error dialog
saying user
already exists
Create account,
close create
account form

As expected

Figure 8

As expected

Figure 9

As expected

Figure 10

As expected

Figure 10

As expected

Figure 10

New user, user
length 6 char
(boundary)
New user, user
length 7 char
(valid)
New user, user
length 14
(valid)
New user, user
length 15 char

user12
password
password
user123
password
password
userlength1234
password
password
userlength12345
password

Error dialog
saying
passwords do
not match
Error dialog
saying
passwords do
not match
Error dialog
saying username
or password is
not of right
length
Create account,
close create
account form
Create account,
close create
account form
Create account,
close create
account form
Create account,
close create

As expected

Figure 9

As expected

Figure 9

As expected

Figure 9

As expected

Figure 9

Valid User/Pass but
invalid case
Click create account
button

6

14

abcdefghij

Invalid User, Wrong
Password
Invalid User,
Correct Password
Invalid User/Pass

3

13

Entering 10 char in
user (valid)
Entering 15 char in
user (boundary)
Entering 16 char in
user (invalid)

Expected
Result
Log in, show
menu
Not log in, show
error dialog
Not log in, show
error dialog
Not log in, show
error dialog
Not log in, show
error dialog
Open create
account form,
leave login form
open
Text is entered

Create Account
Form

curtis2nd
password
chocolate
curtis2nd
password
PASSWORD
user1
password
password

Actual Result

Screenshot

As expected

Figure 1

As expected

Figure 2

As expected

Figure 2

As expected

Figure 2

As expected

Figure 2

As expected

Figure 3

As expected

Figure 4
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Test Data

(boundary)
Entering 16 char in
username box
(invalid)

password
userlength12345
6

23

New user, password
length 5 char
(invalid)

newuser
passw
passw

24

New user, password
length 6 char
(boundary)
New user, password
length 7 char
(valid)
New user, password
length 14
(valid)
New user, password
length 15 char
(boundary)
Entering 16 char in
password box
(invalid)

newuser2
passwo
passwo
newuser3
passwor
passwor
newuser4
passwordpasswo
passwordpasswo
newuser5
passwordpasswor
passwordpasswor
abcdefghijklmnop

Entering 16 char in
repeat password
box
(invalid)

abcdefghijklmnop

Load previous
revision
percentages in bar
chart
Comments under
bar chart rotating
every 5 seconds
Random tip when
menu loaded
Hover over first bar
on chart

Feedback

34

Hover over second
bar on chart

Hover

35

Hover over third
bar on chart

Hover

36

Hover over fourth
bar on chart

Hover

37

Hover over fifth bar
on chart

Hover

38

Hover over sixth
bar on chart

Hover

39

Hover over seventh
bar on chart

Hover

40

Hover over eighth
bar on chart
Click revise button

Hover

22

25
26
27
28

29

30

31
32
33

41

Menu Form

25270
Expected
Result
account form
Text is not
entered, only
first 15
characters
shown
Error dialog
saying username
or password is
not right length
Create account,
close create
account form
Create account,
close create
account form
Create account,
close create
account form
Create account,
close create
account form
Text is not
entered, only
first 15
characters
shown
Text is not
entered, only
first 15
characters
shown
Bar chart
showing bars of
different height

Actual Result

Screenshot

As expected

Figure 11

As expected

Figure 10

As expected

Figure 9

As expected

Figure 9

As expected

Figure 9

As expected

Figure 9

As expected

Figure 12

As expected

Figure 12

As expected

Figure 1

Feedback

Change to new
comment

As expected

Figure 1
Figure 13

Load menu

Load random tip
from list
Display ‘Algebra
and Series’ in
hint
Display
‘Coordinate
Geometry’ in
hint
Display
‘Differentiation’
in hint
Display
‘Functions’ in
hint
Display
‘Integration’ in
hint
Display
‘Numerical
Methods’ in hint
Display
‘Trigonometry’ in
hint
Display ‘Vectors’
in hint
Close menu,
open topic select
form

As expected
As expected

Figure 1
Figure 13
Figure 14

As expected

Figure 15

As expected

Figure 16

As expected

Figure 17

‘Numerical
Methods’ hint
shown instead
‘Trigonometry’
hint shown
instead
‘Vectors’ hint
shown instead

Figure 18

No hint shown

Figure 21

As expected

Figure 22

Hover

Click

Figure 19
Figure 20

29

Curtis Thompson
Test
No.
42

Type/Reason

Test Data

Click saved
questions button

Click

43

Click feedback
button

Click

44

Click program info
button

Click

Click view maths
code button
Click delete account
button
Click yes on delete
account dialog

Click

Click no on delete
account dialog
Click change
password button
(unextended)

Click

50

Click change
password button
(extended)

Click

51

New passwords 5
char long (invalid)

passw
passw

52

New passwords 6
char long
(boundary)

passwo
passwo

53

New passwords 7
char long (valid)

passwor
passwor

54

New passwords 14
char long (valid)

passwordpasswo
passwordpasswo

55

New passwords 15
char long
(boundary)

passwordpasswor
passwordpasswor

56

Entering 16
characters into new
password box
(invalid)
Entering 16
characters into
repeat new
password box
(invalid)
New passwords
match
(valid)

passwordpasswor
d

New passwords
match but in
different case
(invalid)
New passwords
don’t match
(invalid)

password
PASSWORD

45
46
47
48
49

57

58

59

60

Description

0330

Program Info
Form

25270
Expected
Result
Close menu,
open saved
questions form
Close menu,
open feedback
form
Close menu,
open program
info form
Open maths
codes form
Show ‘Are you
sure’ dialog
Delete account,
return to login
screen
Close dialog

Actual Result

Screenshot

As expected

Figure 23

As expected

Figure 24

As expected

Figure 25

As expected

Figure 26

As expected

Figure 27

As expected

Figure 9

As expected

Figure 25

Expand form to
show change
password
options
Shorten form to
remove change
password
options
Error dialog
saying
passwords must
be of right
length
Change
password, dialog
saying password
changed
Change
password, dialog
saying password
changed
Change
password, dialog
saying password
changed
Change
password, dialog
saying password
changed
Character not
entered, only
first 15 shown

As expected

Figure 28

As expected

Figure 25

No dialog but
password was
not changed

Figure 29

As expected

Figure 30

As expected

Figure 30

As expected

Figure 30

As expected

Figure 30

As expected

Figure 31

passwordpasswor
d

Character not
entered, only
first 15 shown

As expected

Figure 31

password
password

Change
password, dialog
saying password
changed
Error dialog
saying
passwords must
match
Error dialog
saying
passwords must
match

As expected

Figure 30

Password not
changed but no
error dialog
shown
Password not
changed but no
error dialog
shown

Figure 32

Click
Click

Click

password
heyitswrong

Figure 33
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Test
No.
61

0330

Description

Type/Reason

Test Data

Feedback Form

Click next button

Click

62

Click back button

Click

63

Click delete button

Click

64

Hover over first bar
on chart

Hover

65

Hover over second
bar on chart

Hover

66

Hover over third
bar on chart

Hover

67

Hover over fourth
bar on chart

Hover

68

Hover over fifth bar
on chart

Hover

69

Hover over sixth
bar on chart

Hover

70

Hover over seventh
bar on chart

Hover

71

Hover over eighth
bar on chart
Click next questions
button
Click previous
questions button

Hover

74

Click delete
question button

Click

75

Click delete
question button (on
revision list)

Click

76

Click delete
question button
(last question)

Click

77

Click add question
button

Click

78

Click add question
button (already
added)
Click add question
button (20
questions already)

Click

80

Click remove
questions button

Click

81

Click revise button

Click

82

Click revise button
(no questions)

Click

72
73

79

Saved Questions
Form

Click
Click

Click

25270
Expected
Result
Go to next
feedback
Go to previous
feedback
Delete feedback
and go to
previous
feedback
Display ‘Algebra
and Series’ in
hint
Display
‘Coordinate
Geometry’ in
hint
Display
‘Differentiation’
in hint
Display
‘Functions’ in
hint
Display
‘Integration’ in
hint
Display
‘Numerical
Methods’ in hint
Display
‘Trigonometry’ in
hint
Display ‘Vectors’
in hint
Show the next
saved questions
Show the
previous saved
question
Remove
question and
show previous
Normal deletion
plus remove
from list
Normal deletion
plus show no
question format
in form
Add question to
revision list on
right
Do not add
question again –
nothing happens
Error dialog
saying there can
only be 20
questions
Remove
question from
the list if it is
already on it
Go to questions
form with
chosen
questions
Error dialog
saying need to

Actual Result

Screenshot

As expected

Figure 35

As expected

Figure 34

As expected

Figure 34

As expected

Figure 36

As expected

Figure 37

As expected

Figure 38

As expected

Figure 39

As expected

Figure 40

As expected

Figure 41

As expected

Figure 42

As expected

Figure 43

As expected

Figure 44

As expected

Figure 45

As expected

Figure 46

Question
deleted but was
not removed
from list
As expected

Figure 47

As expected

Figure 49

As expected

Figure 49

Only up to 19
questions could
be added

Figure 50

As expected

Figure 51

As expected

Figure 52

Error dialog not
shown

Figure 53

Figure 48
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Curtis Thompson

0330

Test
No.

Description

Type/Reason

Test Data

83

Topic Select Form

Add Algebra and
Series questions

Algebra and
Series
1

84

Add Coordinate
Geometry questions

Coordinate
Geometry
1

85

Add Differentiation
questions

Differentiation
1

86

Add Functions
questions

Functions
1

87

Add Integration
questions

Integration
1

88

Add Numerical
Methods questions

Numerical
Methods
1

89

Add Trigonometry
questions

Trigonometry
1

90

Add Vectors
questions

Vectors
1

91

Click Delete Algebra
and Series button

Click

92

Click Delete
Coordinate
Geometry button

Click

93

Click Delete
Differentiation
button

Click

94

Click Delete
Functions button

Click

95

Click Delete
Integration button

Click

96

Click Delete
Numerical Methods
button

Click

97

Click Delete
Trigonometry
button

Click

98

Click Delete Vectors
button

Click

25270
Expected
Result
add questions
Show 1 in
Algebra and
Series row, and
show delete
button
Show 1 in
Coordinate
Geometry row,
and show delete
button
Show 1 in
Differentiation
row, and show
delete button
Show 1 in
Functions row,
and show delete
button
Show 1 in
Integration row,
and show delete
button
Show 1 in
Numerical
Methods row,
and show delete
button
Show 1 in
Trigonometry
row, and show
delete button
Show 1 in
Vectors row, and
show delete
button
Remove
questions for
topic and hide
delete button
Remove
questions for
topic and hide
delete button
Remove
questions for
topic and hide
delete button
Remove
questions for
topic and hide
delete button
Remove
questions for
topic and hide
delete button
Remove
questions for
topic and hide
delete button
Remove
questions for
topic and hide
delete button
Remove
questions for
topic and hide
delete button

Actual Result

Screenshot

As expected

Figure 54

As expected

Figure 55

As expected

Figure 56

As expected

Figure 57

As expected

Figure 58

As expected

Figure 59

As expected

Figure 60

As expected

Figure 61

As expected

Figure 62

As expected

Figure 63

As expected

Figure 64

As expected

Figure 65

As expected

Figure 66

As expected

Figure 67

As expected

Figure 68

As expected

Figure 69
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Test
No.
99

Description

0330
Type/Reason

Test Data

Adding 19
questions overall
(valid)

Algebra and
Series – 10
Differentiation –
5
Integration – 4
Algebra and
Series – 10
Differentiation –
5
Integration – 5
Algebra and
Series – 10
Differentiation –
5
Integration – 6
Algebra and
Series
19
Algebra and
Series 20

100

Adding 20
questions overall
(boundary)

101

Adding 21
questions overall
(invalid)

102

Adding 19
questions at once
(valid)
Adding 20
questions at once
(boundary)
Adding 21
questions at once
(invalid)

103
104

Algebra and
Series 21

105

Click print
questions button

Click

106

Click print
questions button
with no questions

Click

107

Click generate
questions button

Click

108

Click generate
questions button
with no questions

Click

109

Writing nonnumeric characters
in question number
box
Click Sin button

ABC

111

Click Cos button

Click

112

Click Tan button

Click

113

Click ArcSin button

Click

114

Click ArcCos button

Click

115

Click ArcTan button

Click

116

Click Cot button

Click

117

Click Sec button

Click

110

Maths Codes
Form

Click

25270
Expected
Result
Questions added
successfully

Actual Result

Screenshot

As expected

Figure 70

Questions added
successfully

As expected

Figure 71

Questions not
added, error
dialog saying a
maximum of 20
questions
Questions added
successfully

As expected

Figure 72

As expected

Figure 73

Questions added
successfully

As expected

Figure 74

Questions not
added, error
dialog saying a
maximum of 20
questions
Print dialog
shows then
return to menu
Error dialog
saying questions
need to be
added
Show question
form, with
questions on
chosen topics
Error dialog
saying questions
need to be
added
Characters not
added to box

As expected

Figure 72

As expected

Figure 75

No dialog shown

Figure 76

As expected

Figure 77

No dialog shown

Figure 76

As expected

Figure 78

Add ‘\sin’ to
questions form
answer box
Add ‘\cos’ to
questions form
answer box
Add ‘\tan’ to
questions form
answer box
Add ‘\arcsin’ to
questions form
answer box
Add ‘\arccos’ to
questions form
answer box
Add ‘\arctan’ to
questions form
answer box
Add ‘\cot’ to
questions form
answer box
Add ‘\sec’ to
questions form

As expected

Figure 79

As expected

Figure 80

As expected

Figure 81

As expected

Figure 82

As expected

Figure 83

As expected

Figure 84

As expected

Figure 85

As expected

Figure 86
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Test
No.

Type/Reason

Test Data

118

Click Cosec button

Click

119

Click Single Power
button

Click

120

Click Multiple Power
Button

Click

121

Click Single
Subscript button

Click

122

Click Multiple
Subscript button

Click

123

Click Square Root
button

Click

124

Click Sigma button

Click

125

Click Definite
Integral button

Click

126

Click Integral
button

Click

127

Click Fraction
button

Click

128

Click Binomial
button

Click

129

Click Theta button

Click

130

Click Plus-Minus
button

Click

131

Click Minus-Plus
button

Click

132

Click Less Or Equal
To button

Click

133

Click Greater Or
Equal To button

Click

134

Click Infinity button

Click

Typing
Typing
Typing
Typing
Typing

\sin
\cos
\tan
\arcsin
\arccos

\sin30
\cos30
\tan30
\arcsin30
\arccos30

140

Typing \arctan

\arctan30

141
142
143
144
145
146
147

Typing
Typing
Typing
Typing
Typing
Typing
Typing

\cot30
\sec30
\cosec30
2^2x2
2^{2x2}
2_a+b
2_{a+b}

135
136
137
138
139

Description

0330

Typing Maths
Codes In Answer
Box

\cot
\sec
\cosec
^
^{}
_
_{}

25270
Expected
Result
answer box
Add ‘\cosec’ to
questions form
answer box
Add ‘^’ to
questions form
answer box
Add ‘^{}’ to
questions form
answer box
Add ‘_’ to
questions form
answer box
Add ‘_{}’ to
questions form
answer box
Add ‘\sqrt{}’ to
questions form
answer box
Add ‘\sigma{}’
to questions
form answer box
Add ‘\int{}{}’ to
questions form
answer box
Add ‘\int’ to
questions form
answer box
Add ‘\frac{}{}’
to questions
form answer box
Add
‘\binom{}{}’ to
questions form
answer box
Add ‘\theta’ to
questions form
answer box
Add ‘\pm’ to
questions form
answer box
Add ‘\mp’ to
questions form
answer box
Add ‘\leq’ to
questions form
answer box
Add ‘\geq’ to
questions form
answer box
Add ‘\inf’ to
questions form
answer box
Display Sin30
Display Cos30
Display Tan30
Display ArcSin30
Display
ArcCos30
Display
ArcTan30
Display Cot30
Display Sec30
Display Cosec30
Display 22x2
Display 22x2
Display 2a+b
Display 2a+b

Actual Result

Screenshot

As expected

Figure 87

As expected

Figure 88

As expected

Figure 89

As expected

Figure 90

As expected

Figure 91

As expected

Figure 92

As expected

Figure 93

As expected

Figure 94

As expected

Figure 95

As expected

Figure 96

As expected

Figure 97

As expected

Figure 98

As expected

Figure 99

As expected

Figure 100

As expected

Figure 101

As expected

Figure 102

As expected

Figure 103

As
As
As
As
As

Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure

expected
expected
expected
expected
expected

104
105
106
107
108

As expected

Figure 109

As
As
As
As
As
As
As

Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure

expected
expected
expected
expected
expected
expected
expected
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110
111
112
113
114
115
116

Curtis Thompson
Test
No.
148
149
150

Type/Reason

Test Data

Typing \sqrt{}
Typing \sum{}{}
Typing \int{}{}

5\sqrt{2}
\sum{5}{r=1}x
\int{3}{1}x

151
152

Typing \int
Typing \frac{}{}

\int31x
\frac{1}{2}x

153
154
155
155
156
157
158
159

Typing \binom{}{}
Typing \theta
Typing \pm
Typing \mp
Typing \leq
Typing \geq
Typing \inf
Generating Algebra
and Series question

\binom{7}{3}x
2\theta
1\pm2
1\mp2
x\leq4
x\geq2
x=\inf
Select Algebra
and Series from
topic select
Select Coordinate
Geometry from
topic select
Select
Differentiation
from topic select
Select Functions
from topic select
Select Integration
from topic select

160

Description

0330

Generating
Questions On
Topics

161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168

Question Form

Generating
Coordinate
Geometry question
Generating
Differentiation
question
Generating
Functions question
Generating
Integration
question
Generating
Numerical Methods
question
Generating
Trigonometry
question
Generating Vectors
question
Click previous
question button

Select Numerical
Methods from
topic select
Select
Trigonometry
from topic select
Select Vectors
from topic select
Click

Click previous
question button (on
first question)
Click next question
button
Click next question
button (on last
question)
Click save question
button

Click

172

Click save question
button (question
has been saved
before)

Click

173

Click ‘question
mark’ button
Click mark answers
button

Click

175

Click ‘yes’ on
marking dialog

Click

176

Click ‘no’ on
marking dialog

Click

169
170
171

174

Click
Click
Click

Click

25270
Expected
Result
Display 5√2
Display ∑5𝑟=1 𝑥
3
Display ∫1 𝑥
Display ∫ 31𝑥
1
Display 𝑥

Actual Result

Screenshot

As expected
As expected
As expected

Figure 117
Figure 118
Figure 119

As expected
As expected

Figure 120
Figure 121

Display �73�
Display 2θ
Display 1±2
Display 1∓2
Display x≤4
Display x≥2
Display x=∞
Question on
topic generated

As
As
As
As
As
As
As
As

Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure

Question on
topic generated

As expected

Figure 130

Question on
topic generated

As expected

Figure 131

Question on
topic generated
Question on
topic generated

As expected

Figure 132

As expected

Figure 133

Question on
topic generated

As expected

Figure 134

Question on
topic generated

As expected

Figure 135

Question on
topic generated
Go to the
previous
question
Nothing, do not
change question

As expected

Figure 136

As expected

Figure 137

As expected

Figure 138

Go to the next
question
Nothing, do not
change question

As expected

Figure 139

As expected

Figure 140

Dialog saying
question has
been saved
Dialog saying
question has
already been
saved so will not
save again
Open Maths
Codes Form
Dialog asking if
user is sure they
are finished
Mark each
answer, either
saying ‘correct’
or the correct
answer where
the answer box
was
Close dialog

As expected

Figure 141

Question is
saved again and
save dialog is
shown

Figure 141

As expected

Figure 26

As expected

Figure 142

As expected

Figure 143

As expected

Figure 142

2

expected
expected
expected
expected
expected
expected
expected
expected
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122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129

Curtis Thompson
Test
No.
177

Description

0330
Type/Reason

Test Data

Click exit revision
button

Click

178

Click ‘yes’ on exit
dialog

Click

179

Click ‘no’ on exit
dialog
Click finish button
after questions
have been marked
Score added up
correctly
Finish button

Click

Algebra and Series:
Algebraic Fractions
(correct)
Algebra and Series:
Algebraic Fractions
(incorrect)
Algebra and Series:
Partial Fractions
(correct)
Algebra and Series:
Partial Fractions
(incorrect)
Algebra and Series:
Binomial Expansion
(correct)
Algebra and Series:
Binomial Expansion
(incorrect)
Coordinate
Geometry:
Parametric to
Cartesian (correct)
Coordinate
Geometry:
Parametric to
Cartesian
(incorrect)
Differentiation:
AToTheX (correct)

180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189

190

191

Post Question
Form

Question Marking

25270
Expected
Result
Dialog asking if
user is sure they
want to exit
Close form and
open main menu
form
Close dialog

Actual Result

Screenshot

As expected

Figure 144

As expected

Figure 1

As expected

Figure 144

As expected

Figure 145

As expected

Figure 145

As expected

Figure 1

The correct
answer to the
given question
An incorrect
answer to the
given question
The correct
answer to the
given question
An incorrect
answer to the
given question
The correct
answer to the
given question
An incorrect
answer to the
given question
The correct
answer to the
given question

Close form and
open post
question form
Marks added up
correctly
Close form and
open main menu
form
‘Correct’ written
where answer
box was
Correct answer
written where
answer box was
‘Correct’ written
where answer
box was
Correct answer
written where
answer box was
‘Correct’ written
where answer
box was
Correct answer
written where
answer box was
‘Correct’ written
where answer
box was

As expected

Figure 156

As expected

Figure 157

As expected

Figure 153

As expected

Figure 158

As expected

Figure 154

As expected

Figure 155

As expected

Figure 159

An incorrect
answer to the
given question

Correct answer
written where
answer box was

As expected

Figure 160

‘Correct’ written
where answer
box was
Correct answer
written where
answer box was
‘Correct’ written
where answer
box was
Correct answer
written where
answer box was
‘Correct’ written
where answer
box was

As expected

Figure 161

As expected

Figure 163

As expected

Figure 162

As expected

Figure 164
Figure 167

Correct answer
written where
answer box was

Marks my
answer
incorrectly as
system
calculates
incorrect answer
Marks my
answer as
expected but
correct answer
given is not
actually the
correct answer

Click
On Load
Click

192

Differentiation:
AToTheX (incorrect)

193

Differentiation:
EToTheX (correct)

194

Differentiation:
EToTheX (incorrect)

195

Functions: Function
Combinations
(correct)

The correct
answer to the
given question
An incorrect
answer to the
given question
The correct
answer to the
given question
An incorrect
answer to the
given question
The correct
answer to the
given question

196

Functions: Function
Combinations
(incorrect)

An incorrect
answer to the
given question

Figure 168
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Test
No.
197
198
199
200
201
202
203

Description

0330

25270

Type/Reason

Test Data

Functions: Domain
and Range (correct)

The correct
answer to the
given question
An incorrect
answer to the
given question
The correct
answer to the
given question
An incorrect
answer to the
given question
The correct
answer to the
given question
An incorrect
answer to the
given question
The correct
answer to the
given question

Expected
Result
‘Correct’ written
where answer
box was
Correct answer
written where
answer box was
‘Correct’ written
where answer
box was
Correct answer
written where
answer box was
‘Correct’ written
where answer
box was
Correct answer
written where
answer box was
‘Correct’ written
where answer
box was

Functions: Domain
and Range
(incorrect)
Integration:
Exponential
(correct)
Integration:
Exponential
(incorrect)
Integration:
Reciprocal (correct)
Integration:
Reciprocal
(incorrect)
Numerical Methods:
Iteration (correct)

204

Numerical Methods:
Iteration (incorrect)

An incorrect
answer to the
given question

Correct answer
written where
answer box was

205

Trigonometry: Sec,
Cosec, Cot (correct)

206

Trigonometry: Sec,
Cosec, Cot
(incorrect)
Vectors: Magnitude
(correct)

The correct
answer to the
given question
An incorrect
answer to the
given question
The correct
answer to the
given question
An incorrect
answer to the
given question
The correct
answer to the
given question
An incorrect
answer to the
given question
The correct
answer to the
given question
An incorrect
answer to the
given question

‘Correct’ written
where answer
box was
Correct answer
written where
answer box was
‘Correct’ written
where answer
box was
Correct answer
written where
answer box was
‘Correct’ written
where answer
box was
Correct answer
written where
answer box was
‘Correct’ written
where answer
box was
Correct answer
written where
answer box was

207
208

Vectors: Magnitude
(incorrect)

209

Vectors: Scalar
Product (correct)

210

Vectors: Scalar
Product (incorrect)

211

Vectors: Lines
(correct)

212

Vectors: Lines
(incorrect)

Actual Result

Screenshot

As expected

Figure 165

As expected

Figure 166

As expected

Figure 169

As expected

Figure 170

As expected

Figure 171

As expected

Figure 172

Program
calculates the
correct answers
wrong so cannot
mark my
answer correctly
Program
calculates the
correct answers
wrong so cannot
mark my
answer correctly
As expected

Figure 173

As expected

Figure 176

As expected

Figure 177

As expected

Figure 182

As expected

Figure 180

As expected

Figure 181

As expected

Figure 178

As expected

Figure 179

Figure 174

Figure 175
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Navigation Testing
A
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

W

W

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

W

W

W

-

-

-

W

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

W

-

-

-

W

-

-

-

-

W

-

-

-

B

-

C

W

-

D

-

-

W

E

-

-

W

-

F

-

-

W

-

-

G

-

-

W

-

-

-

H

-

-

W

-

-

-

-

I

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

J

-

-

W

-

-

-

-

-

Form Keys:
A – Log In Form
B – Create Account Form
C – Main Menu
D – Program Info Form
E – Saved Questions Form
F – Topic Select Form
G – Questions Form
H – Post Question Form
I – Maths Codes Form
J – Feedback Form
Navigation Keys:
N – Not Working
U – Untested
W – Working

-
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Bug Fixing and Re-Testing
Failed
Test No.
37

Description

Type/Reason

Test Data

Expected Result

Actual Result

Screenshot

Menu Form

Hover over fifth bar
on chart

Hover

Display
‘Integration’ in
hint

‘Numerical
Methods’ hint
shown instead

Figure 18

Actual Result

Screenshot

As expected

Figure 149

Error Description
The ‘Integration’ hint does not show when hovering over the fifth bar. This is because the bars do not all show in the correct
place (the last bar appears half off screen) so the X coordinates checked to see which bar is being hovered over do not
match up to where the bars are actually shown.
Error Fix
In the Chart > Axis > Bottom Axis > Maximum properties the value was changed from 7 to 8 so that the last bar could be
displayed on screen.
The X boundaries for the bars were also changed in the code:
// Tell the user which bar (topic) they are hovering over
if (X > 40) and (X < 69) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Algebra and Series'
else if (X > 70) and (X < 95) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Coordinate Geometry'
else if (X > 97) and (X < 121) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Differentiation'
else if (X > 124) and (X < 147) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Functions'
else if (X > 151) and (X < 173) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Integration'
else if (X > 178) and (X < 199) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Numerical Methods'
else if (X > 205) and (X < 225) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Trigonometry'
else if (X > 232) and (X < 252) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Vectors'
else chrtTopics.Hint := '';
Retest
Description
Type/Reason
Test Data
Expected Result
Test No.
37b
Menu Form
Hover over fifth bar
Hover
Display
on chart
‘Integration’ in
hint
Failed
Test No.
38

Description

Type/Reason

Test Data

Expected Result

Actual Result

Screenshot

Menu Form

Hover over sixth bar
on chart

Hover

Display
‘Numerical
Methods’ in hint

‘Trigonometry’
hint shown
instead

Figure 19

Actual Result

Screenshot

As expected

Figure 150

Error Description
The ‘Numerical Methods’ hint does not show when hovering over the sixth bar. This is because the bars do not all show in
the correct place (the last bar appears half off screen) so the X coordinates checked to see which bar is being hovered over
do not match up to where the bars are actually shown.
Error Fix
In the Chart > Axis > Bottom Axis > Maximum properties the value was changed from 7 to 8 so that the last bar could be
displayed on screen.
The X boundaries for the bars were also changed in the code:
// Tell the user which bar (topic) they are hovering over
if (X > 40) and (X < 69) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Algebra and Series'
else if (X > 70) and (X < 95) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Coordinate Geometry'
else if (X > 97) and (X < 121) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Differentiation'
else if (X > 124) and (X < 147) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Functions'
else if (X > 151) and (X < 173) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Integration'
else if (X > 178) and (X < 199) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Numerical Methods'
else if (X > 205) and (X < 225) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Trigonometry'
else if (X > 232) and (X < 252) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Vectors'
else chrtTopics.Hint := '';
Retest
Description
Type/Reason
Test Data
Expected Result
Test No.
38b
Menu Form
Hover over sixth bar
Hover
Display
on chart
‘Numerical
Methods’ in hint
Failed
Test No.
39

Description

Type/Reason

Test Data

Expected Result

Actual Result

Screenshot

Menu Form

Hover over seventh
bar on chart

Hover

Display
‘Trigonometry’ in
hint

‘Vectors’ hint
shown instead

Figure 20

Error Description
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The ‘Trigonometry’ hint does not show when hovering over the seventh bar. This is because the bars do not all show in the
correct place (the last bar appears half off screen) so the X coordinates checked to see which bar is being hovered over do
not match up to where the bars are actually shown.
Error Fix
In the Chart > Axis > Bottom Axis > Maximum properties the value was changed from 7 to 8 so that the last bar could be
displayed on screen.
The X boundaries for the bars were also changed in the code:
// Tell the user which bar (topic) they are hovering over
if (X > 40) and (X < 69) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Algebra and Series'
else if (X > 70) and (X < 95) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Coordinate Geometry'
else if (X > 97) and (X < 121) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Differentiation'
else if (X > 124) and (X < 147) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Functions'
else if (X > 151) and (X < 173) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Integration'
else if (X > 178) and (X < 199) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Numerical Methods'
else if (X > 205) and (X < 225) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Trigonometry'
else if (X > 232) and (X < 252) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Vectors'
else chrtTopics.Hint := '';
Retest
Description
Type/Reason
Test Data
Expected Result
Test No.
39b
Menu Form
Hover over seventh
Hover
Display
bar on chart
‘Trigonometry’ in
hint
Failed
Test No.
40

Actual Result

Screenshot

As expected

Figure 151

Description

Type/Reason

Test Data

Expected Result

Actual Result

Screenshot

Menu Form

Hover over eighth
bar on chart

Hover

Display ‘Vectors’
in hint

No hint shown

Figure 21

Error Description
The ‘Vectors’ hint does not show when hovering over the eight bar. This is because the bars do not all show in the correct
place (the last bar appears half off screen) so the X coordinates checked to see which bar is being hovered over do not
match up to where the bars are actually shown.
Error Fix
In the Chart > Axis > Bottom Axis > Maximum properties the value was changed from 7 to 8 so that the last bar could be
displayed on screen.
The X boundaries for the bars were also changed in the code:
// Tell the user which bar (topic) they are hovering over
if (X > 40) and (X < 69) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Algebra and Series'
else if (X > 70) and (X < 95) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Coordinate Geometry'
else if (X > 97) and (X < 121) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Differentiation'
else if (X > 124) and (X < 147) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Functions'
else if (X > 151) and (X < 173) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Integration'
else if (X > 178) and (X < 199) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Numerical Methods'
else if (X > 205) and (X < 225) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Trigonometry'
else if (X > 232) and (X < 252) then chrtTopics.Hint := 'Vectors'
else chrtTopics.Hint := '';
Retest
Description
Type/Reason
Test Data
Expected Result
Test No.
40b
Menu Form
Hover over eighth
Hover
Display ‘Vectors’
bar on chart
in hint
Failed
Test No.
51

Actual Result

Screenshot

As expected

Figure 152

Description

Type/Reason

Test Data

Expected Result

Actual Result

Screenshot

Program Info
Form

New passwords 5
char long (invalid)

passw
passw

Error dialog
saying passwords
must be of right
length

No dialog but
password was
not changed

Figure 29

Error Description
The program does not show an error message if the passwords are not of right length, as there is not an else statement
after the program decides not to accept the new passwords.
Error Fix
I have added this line of code after the if statement which check the passwords lengths and whether they match:
else ShowMessage('Password not changed. Passwords must match and be between 6-15 characters.');
Retest
Description
Type/Reason
Test Data
Expected Result
Actual Result
Screenshot
Test No.
51b
Program Info
New passwords 5
passw
Error dialog
As expected
Figure 146
Form
char long (invalid)
passw
saying passwords
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length

Failed
Test No.
59

Description

Type/Reason

Test Data

Expected Result

Actual Result

Screenshot

Program Info
Form

New passwords
match but in
different case
(invalid)

password
PASSWORD

Error dialog
saying passwords
must match

Password not
changed but no
error dialog
shown

Figure 32

Description

Type/Reason

Test Data

Expected Result

Actual Result

Screenshot

Program Info
Form

New passwords don’t
match
(invalid)

password
heyitswrong

Error dialog
saying passwords
must match

Password not
changed but no
error dialog
shown

Figure 33

Error Description
The program does not show an error message if the passwords are different, as there is not an else statement after the
program decides not to accept the new passwords.
Error Fix
I have added this line of code after the if statement which check the passwords lengths and whether they match:
else ShowMessage('Password not changed. Passwords must match and be between 6-15 characters.');
Retest
Description
Type/Reason
Test Data
Expected Result
Actual Result
Screenshot
Test No.
59b
Program Info
New passwords
password
Error dialog
As expected
Figure 146
Form
match but in
PASSWORD
saying passwords
different case
must match
(invalid)
Failed
Test No.
60

Error Description
The program does not show an error message if the passwords are different, as there is not an else statement after the
program decides not to accept the new passwords.
Error Fix
I have added this line of code after the if statement which check the passwords lengths and whether they match:
else ShowMessage('Password not changed. Passwords must match and be between 6-15 characters.');
Retest
Description
Type/Reason
Test Data
Expected Result
Actual Result
Screenshot
Test No.
60b
Program Info
New passwords don’t password
Error dialog
As expected
Figure 146
Form
match
heyitswrong
saying passwords
(invalid)
must match
Failed
Test No.
75

Description

Type/Reason

Test Data

Expected Result

Actual Result

Screenshot

Saved
Questions Form

Click delete question
button (on revision
list)

Click

Normal deletion
plus remove from
list

Question
deleted but was
not removed
from list

Figure 47

Error Description
There was no code to remove the question from the list so it could not be removed.
Error Fix
The following code was added to the Delete Question Button Click event:
// Remove question from display list
memSavedQuestionsList.Lines.Clear;
for Count := 1 to 20 do
begin
if ChosenQuestionNumbers[Count] = CurrentShownQuestion then ChosenQuestionNumbers[Count] := -1;
if ChosenQuestionNumbers[Count] > CurrentShownQuestion then ChosenQuestionNumbers[Count] :=
ChosenQuestionNumbers[Count] - 1;
end;
for Count := Low(AllQuestionsList) to High(AllQuestionsList) do
begin
for Count2 := 1 to 20 do
if Count = ChosenQuestionNumbers[Count2] then memSavedQuestionsList.Lines.Add('Question ' + IntToStr(Count + 1)
+ ' - ' + AllQuestionsList[Count].Topic);
end;
Retest
Description
Type/Reason
Test Data
Expected Result
Actual Result
Screenshot
Test No.
75b
Saved
Click delete question
Click
Normal deletion
As expected
Figure 189
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Questions Form

button (on revision
list)

plus remove from
list

Description

Type/Reason

Test Data

Expected Result

Actual Result

Screenshot

Saved
Questions Form

Click add question
button (20 questions
already)

Click

Error dialog
saying there can
only be 20
questions

Only up to 19
questions could
be added

Figure 50

Error Description
Even though all positions on the list of questions were being checked, the questions were being added to the second free
space. This meant the first position on the list could never be added to, so only 19 questions could be added.
Error Fix
I have changed the code so that the check occurs on the same position in the list that the question would be added to. This
is the code that has been changed:
// Check if question can be added (if not already added)
Count := 0;
repeat
if CurrentShownQuestion = ChosenQuestionNumbers[Count + 1] then CanAddQuestion := false;
if Count > 20 then CanAddQuestion := false;
Count := Count + 1;
until (CanAddQuestion = false) or (ChosenQuestionNumbers[Count] = -1);
// If addable, then add to list of questions
if CanAddQuestion then
begin
ChosenQuestionList[Count] := UserQuestionsList[CurrentShownQuestion];
ChosenQuestionNumbers[Count] := CurrentShownQuestion;
NumOfChosenQuestions := NumOfChosenQuestions + 1;
// Add question to display of questions
memSavedQuestionsList.Lines.Add('Question ' + IntToStr(CurrentShownQuestion + 1) + ' - ' +
UserQuestionsList[CurrentShownQuestion].Topic);
end
else ShowMessage('Question cannot be added.');
Retest
Description
Type/Reason
Test Data
Expected Result
Actual Result
Test No.
79b
Saved
Click add question
Click
Error dialog
As expected
Questions Form
button (20 questions
saying there can
already)
only be 20
questions
Failed
Test No.
82

Screenshot
Figure 184

Description

Type/Reason

Test Data

Expected Result

Actual Result

Screenshot

Saved
Questions Form

Click revise button
(no questions)

Click

Error dialog
saying need to
add questions

Error dialog not
shown

Figure 53

Error Description
When clicking the revise button there is no message to tell the user that they cannot revise if they haven’t yet selected any
questions.
Error Fix
I have added this line of code in the revise click event, after the if statement:
else ShowMessage('Cannot revise, no questions have been selected.');
Retest
Description
Type/Reason
Test Data
Expected Result
Actual Result
Screenshot
Test No.
82b
Saved
Click revise button
Click
Error dialog
As expected
Figure 183
Questions Form
(no questions)
saying need to
add questions
Failed
Test No.
106

Description

Type/Reason

Test Data

Expected Result

Actual Result

Screenshot

Topic Select
Form

Click print questions
button with no
questions

Click

Error dialog
saying questions
need to be added

No dialog shown

Figure 76

Error Description
The if statement which runs to print if questions have been added did not have an else statement after to show the error
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dialog, and also the ‘save questions’ section of the code was outside of the if statement.
Error Fix
The else statement with the error dialog was placed after the if statement and the ‘save questions’ section was moved to
inside the if statement. The section of code now looks like the following:
// If questions have been generated, allow the user to choose to print
if TotalNumOfQuestions > 0 then
begin
PrinterDialog := TPrintDialog.Create(TopicSelect);
PrinterDialog.MinPage := 1;
PrinterDialog.MaxPage := 1;
PrinterDialog.ToPage := 1;
PrinterDialog.Options := [poPageNums];
// If the user selects to print in the dialog, print questions
if PrinterDialog.Execute then
begin
Printer.Orientation := poPortrait;
Printer.Title := 'Maths Revision Tool Print-Out';
Printer.Copies := PrinterDialog.Copies;
Printer.BeginDoc;
XSpacing := Round(GetDeviceCaps(Printer.Canvas.Handle, LOGPIXELSX) / 100);
if XSpacing = 0 then XSpacing := 1;
ShowMathsText('Maths Revision Tool - A2 Maths Practice Questions', 20 * XSpacing, 100, XSpacing, Printer.Canvas);
ShowMathsText('By Curtis Thompson', 1500 + (500 * XSpacing), 100, XSpacing, Printer.Canvas);
for Count := 1 to TotalNumOfQuestions do
begin
ShowMathsText(IntToStr(Count) + ') ' + QuestionList[Count].Question, 20 * XSpacing, (Count * 200) + 200,
XSpacing, Printer.Canvas);
end;
Printer.EndDoc;
end;
// Ask whether questions should also be saved
ShouldQuestionsSave := MessageDlg('Would you also like to save the printed questions?', mtCustom, mbYesNo, 0);
if ShouldQuestionsSave = mrYes then
begin
AssignFile(QuestionFile, 'SavedQuestions.AMF');
if FileExists('SavedQuestions.AMF') then Append(QuestionFile)
else Rewrite(QuestionFile);
for Count := 1 to TotalNumOfQuestions do
begin
// Get question into save format
QuestionToSave := TSavedQuestion.Create('a','a');
QuestionToSave.Topic := QuestionList[Count].Topic;
QuestionToSave.SubTopic := QuestionList[Count].SubTopic;
QuestionToSave.Question := QuestionList[Count].Question;
QuestionToSave.CorrectAnswer := QuestionList[Count].CorrectAnswer;
QuestionToSave.SetUser(TheMenu.LoggedInUser);
QuestionToSave.SetSaveTime(Now);
// Save to file
Writeln(QuestionFile, QuestionToSave.Topic + '|' + QuestionToSave.SubTopic + '|' + QuestionToSave.Question + '|'
+ QuestionToSave.CorrectAnswer + '|' + QuestionToSave.GetUser + '|' + DateToStr(QuestionToSave.GetSaveTime));
QuestionToSave.Free;
end;
CloseFile(QuestionFile);
end;
ShowMessage('Returning to menu.');
Close;
end
else ShowMessage('Worksheet could not be printed, no questions were added.');
Retest
Description
Type/Reason
Test Data
Expected Result
Test No.
106b
Topic Select
Click print questions
Click
Error dialog
Form
button with no
saying questions

Actual Result

Screenshot

As expected

Figure 147
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Test No.
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Description

Type/Reason

Test Data

Expected Result

Actual Result

Screenshot

Topic Select
Form

Click generate
questions button
with no questions

Click

Error dialog
saying questions
need to be added

No dialog shown

Figure 76

Description

Type/Reason

Test Data

Expected Result

Actual Result

Screenshot

Question Form

Click save question
button (question has
been saved before)

Click

Dialog saying
question has
already been
saved so will not
save again

Question is
saved again and
save dialog is
shown

Figure 141

Error Description
There is no else statement after the if statement checking the minimum number of questions, therefore no error dialog could
be shown to tell the user that questions could not be generated.
Error Fix
The following line of code was put after the if statement to show an error dialog if needed:
else ShowMessage('Questions could not be generated as no topics were selected.');
Retest
Description
Type/Reason
Test Data
Expected Result
Actual Result
Screenshot
Test No.
108b
Topic Select
Click generate
Click
Error dialog
As expected
Figure 148
Form
questions button
saying questions
with no questions
need to be added
Failed
Test No.
172

Error Description
There is no code to check whether the question has been saved before, so the question will be saved regardless.
Error Fix
The following code was added to the save question button click event:
CanBeSaved := true;
try
// Attempt to load questions from the file
AssignFile(QuestionFile, 'SavedQuestions.AMF');
Reset(QuestionFile);
while not EoF(QuestionFile) do
begin
ReadInList := TStringList.Create;
Readln(QuestionFile, ReadInLine);
ExtractStrings(['|'], [], PChar(ReadInLine), ReadInList);
if QuestionToSave.Question = ReadInList[2] then CanBeSaved := false;
end;
CloseFile(QuestionFile);
except
end;
// Save to file
if CanBeSaved then
begin
AssignFile(QuestionFile, 'SavedQuestions.AMF');
if FileExists('SavedQuestions.AMF') then Append(QuestionFile)
else Rewrite(QuestionFile);
Writeln(QuestionFile, QuestionToSave.Topic + '|' + QuestionToSave.SubTopic + '|' + QuestionToSave.Question + '|' +
QuestionToSave.CorrectAnswer + '|' + QuestionToSave.GetUser + '|' + DateToStr(QuestionToSave.GetSaveTime));
CloseFile(QuestionFile);
// Let user know it has been saved
ShowMessage('Question has been saved.');
end
else ShowMessage('Question cannot be saved, it has already been saved');
Retest
Description
Type/Reason
Test Data
Expected Result
Test No.
172b
Question Form
Click save question
Click
Dialog saying
button (question has
question has
been saved before)
already been
saved so will not
save again

Actual Result

Screenshot

As expected

Figure 190
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Description

Type/Reason

Test Data

Expected Result

Actual Result

Screenshot

Question
Marking

Functions: Function
Combinations
(correct)

The correct
answer to the
given
question

‘Correct’ written
where answer box
was

Marks my
answer
incorrectly as
system
calculates
incorrect answer

Figure 167

Error Description
When calculating the answer for the question, the program does not include x terms without a power due to the code not
including them. Therefore it cannot mark the answers correctly.
Error Fix
The code for determining the power of the term now includes without a power, it has been changed to:
if FunctionString[Count + 1] = '^' then
begin
if FunctionString[Count + 2] = '{' then Power := StrToInt(FunctionString[Count + 3])
else Power := StrToInt(FunctionString[Count + 2]);
end
else Power := 1;
Retest
Description
Type/Reason
Test Data
Expected Result
Actual Result
Screenshot
Test No.
195b
Question
Functions: Function
The correct
‘Correct’ written
As expected
Figure 185
Marking
Combinations
answer to the where answer box
(correct)
given
was
question

Failed
Test No.
196

Description

Type/Reason

Test Data

Expected Result

Actual Result

Screenshot

Question
Marking

Functions: Function
Combinations
(incorrect)

An incorrect
answer to the
given
question

Correct answer
written where
answer box was

Marks my
answer as
expected but
correct answer
given is not
actually the
correct answer

Figure 168

Error Description
When calculating the answer for the question, the program does not include x terms without a power due to the code not
including them. Therefore it cannot mark the answers correctly.
Error Fix
The code for determining the power of the term now includes without a power, it has been changed to:
if FunctionString[Count + 1] = '^' then
begin
if FunctionString[Count + 2] = '{' then Power := StrToInt(FunctionString[Count + 3])
else Power := StrToInt(FunctionString[Count + 2]);
end
else Power := 1;
Retest
Description
Type/Reason
Test Data
Expected Result
Actual Result
Screenshot
Test No.
196b
Question
Functions: Function
An incorrect
Correct answer
As expected
Figure 186
Marking
Combinations
answer to the written where
(incorrect)
given
answer box was
question

Failed
Test No.
203

Description

Type/Reason

Test Data

Expected Result

Actual Result

Screenshot

Question
Marking

Numerical Methods:
Iteration (correct)

The correct
answer to the
given
question

‘Correct’ written
where answer box
was

Program
calculates the
correct answers
wrong so cannot
mark my
answer correctly

Figure 173

Error Description
When calculating the answer for the question, the program does not include x terms without a power due to the code not
including them. Therefore it cannot mark the answers correctly.
Error Fix
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The code for determining the power of the term now includes without a power, it has been changed to:
if FunctionString[Count + 1] = '^' then
begin
if FunctionString[Count + 2] = '{' then Power := StrToInt(FunctionString[Count + 3])
else Power := StrToInt(FunctionString[Count + 2]);
end
else Power := 1;
Retest
Description
Type/Reason
Test Data
Expected Result
Actual Result
Test No.
203b
Question
Numerical Methods:
The correct
‘Correct’ written
As expected
Marking
Iteration (correct)
answer to the where answer box
given
was
question

Failed
Test No.
204

Screenshot
Figure 187

Description

Type/Reason

Test Data

Expected Result

Actual Result

Screenshot

Question
Marking

Numerical Methods:
Iteration (incorrect)

An incorrect
answer to the
given
question

Correct answer
written where
answer box was

Program
calculates the
correct answers
wrong so cannot
mark my
answer correctly

Figure 174

Error Description
When calculating the answer for the question, the program does not include x terms without a power due to the code not
including them. Therefore it cannot mark the answers correctly.
Error Fix
The code for determining the power of the term now includes without a power, it has been changed to:
if FunctionString[Count + 1] = '^' then
begin
if FunctionString[Count + 2] = '{' then Power := StrToInt(FunctionString[Count + 3])
else Power := StrToInt(FunctionString[Count + 2]);
end
else Power := 1;
Retest
Description
Type/Reason
Test Data
Expected Result
Actual Result
Screenshot
Test No.
204b
Question
Numerical Methods:
An incorrect
Correct answer
As expected
Figure 188
Marking
Iteration (incorrect)
answer to the written where
given
answer box was
question
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Cross-Referenced Screenshots

Figure 1: Menu loaded

Figure 2: Log in failed dialog box

Figure 3: Create account form opens with login form in background

Figure 4: 10 characters entered into user box
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Figure 5: 15 characters entered into user box

Figure 6: 10 characters entered into password box

Figure 7: 15 characters entered into password box

Figure 8: Error dialog from trying to create an account that already exists

Figure 9: Login screen loaded
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Figure 10: Error dialog saying username and password must be of right length, and passwords must
match

Figure 11: Unsuccessfully entering username of length 16 when creating account

Figure 12: Unsuccessfully entering 16 characters into password and repeat password box

Figure 13: Menu when comments has rotated
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Figure 14: Algebra and Series hint when hovering over bar

Figure 15: Coordinate Geometry hint when hovering over bar

Figure 16: Differentiation hint when hovering over bar
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Figure 17: Functions hint when hovering over bar

Figure 18: Attempting to get Integration hint but getting Numerical Methods hint instead

Figure 19: Attempting to get Numerical Methods hint but getting Trigonometry hint instead
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Figure 20: Attempting to get Trigonometry hint but getting Vectors hint instead

Figure 21: Attempting to get Vectors hint but getting no hint instead

Figure 22: Topic select form loaded
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Figure 23: Saved questions form loaded

Figure 24: Feedback form loaded

Figure 25: Program info form loaded
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Figure 26: Maths codes form loaded

Figure 27: Are you sure about deletion dialog box

Figure 28: Extended change password section
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Figure 29: 5 characters entered for password change

Figure 30: Password changed dialog box

Figure 31: Attempting to enter 16 characters into password boxes
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Figure 32: Entering 8 characters into password boxes

Figure 33: Entering different passwords into password boxes

Figure 34: Showing some feedback
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Figure 35: Showing some feedback

Figure 36: Algebra and Series hint when hovering over bar

Figure 37: Coordinate Geometry hint when hovering over bar
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Figure 38: Differentiation hint when hovering over bar

Figure 39: Functions hint when hovering over bar

Figure 40: Integration hint when hovering over bar
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Figure 41: Numerical Methods hint when hovering over bar

Figure 42: Trigonometry hint when hovering over bar

Figure 43: Vectors hint when hovering over bar
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Figure 44: Showing next question when button clicked

Figure 45: Showing previous question when button clicked

Figure 46: Question deleted as previous question shown

Figure 47: Question deleted but not removed from the list
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Figure 48: Question deleted and no question format shown

Figure 49: Question added to revision list

Figure 50: Only up to 19 questions could be added instead of the expected 20

Figure 51: Question removed from list
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Figure 52: Saved questions loaded to be answered

Figure 53: Error dialog not shown when trying to revise with no questions selected

Figure 54: Algebra and Series question added to be revised
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Figure 55: Coordinate Geometry question added to be revised

Figure 56: Differentiation question added to be revised

Figure 57: Functions question added to be revised
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Figure 58: Integration question added to be revised

Figure 59: Numerical Methods question added to be revised

Figure 60: Trigonometry question added to be revised
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Figure 61: Vectors question added to be revised

Figure 62: Algebra and Series questions removed

Figure 63: Coordinate Geometry questions removed
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Figure 64: Differentiation questions removed

Figure 65: Functions questions removed

Figure 66: Integration questions removed
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Figure 67: Numerical Methods questions removed

Figure 68: Trigonometry questions removed

Figure 69: Vectors questions removed
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Figure 70: Questions added successfully

Figure 71: Questions added successfully

Figure 72: Could not add more than 20 questions error dialog
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Figure 73: Questions added successfully

Figure 74: Questions added successfully

Figure 75: Printing dialog shown
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Figure 76: Nothing happens when no questions added

Figure 77: Questions generated to be answered

Figure 78: Unsuccessfully typing non-numeric characters for a number
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Figure 79: Sin added through button

Figure 80: Cos added through button

Figure 81: Tan added through button
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Figure 82: ArcSin added through button

Figure 83: ArcCos added through button

Figure 84: ArcTan added through button
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Figure 85: Cot added through button

Figure 86: Sec added through button

Figure 87: Cosec added through button
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Figure 88: ^ added through button

Figure 89: ^{} added through button

Figure 90: _ added through button
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Figure 91: _{} added through button

Figure 92: Sqrt added through button

Figure 93: Sum added through button
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Figure 94: Int{}{} added through button

Figure 95: Int added through button

Figure 96: Frac added through button
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Figure 97: Binom added through button

Figure 98: Theta added through button

Figure 99: PM added through button
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Figure 100: MP added through button

Figure 101: LEQ added through button

Figure 102: GEQ added through button
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Figure 103: INF added through button

Figure 104: Sin30 shown through typing

Figure 105: Cos30 shown through typing
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Figure 106: Tan30 shown through typing

Figure 107: ArcSin30 shown through typing

Figure 108: ArcCos30 shown through typing
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Figure 109: ArcTan30 shown through typing

Figure 110: Cot30 shown through typing

Figure 111: Sec30 shown through typing
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Figure 112: Cosec30 shown through typing

Figure 113: Single power shown through typing

Figure 114: Multiple character powers shown through typing
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Figure 115: Single subscript shown through typing

Figure 116: Multiple character subscript shown through typing

Figure 117: Square root shown through typing
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Figure 118: Sum shown through typing

Figure 119: Definite integral shown through typing

Figure 120: Integral shown through typing
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Figure 121: Fraction shown through typing

Figure 122: Binomial shown through typing

Figure 123: Theta shown through typing
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Figure 124: Plus-Minus shown through typing

Figure 125: Minus-Plus shown through typing

Figure 126: Less Than Or Equal To shown through typing
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Figure 127: Greater Than Or Equal To shown through typing

Figure 128: Infinity shown through typing

Figure 129: An Algebra and Series question that has been generated by the system
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Figure 130: A Coordinate Geometry question that has been generated by the system

Figure 131: A Differentiation question that has been generated by the system

Figure 132: A Functions question that has been generated by the system
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Figure 133: An Integration question that has been generated by the system

Figure 134: A Numerical Methods question that has been generated by the system
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Figure 135: A Trigonometry question that has been generated by the system

Figure 136: A Vectors question that has been generated by the system
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Figure 137: Going to previous question

Figure 138: Previous question button cannot be clicked on the first question
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Figure 139: Viewing the next question by clicking next question button

Figure 140: Next question button cannot be clicked when on the last question

Figure 141: Dialog shown when question is saved
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Figure 142: Dialog shown when mark answers button is clicked

Figure 143: Questions are marked when user says they have finished

Figure 144: Dialog shown when user wants to quit revision but has not marked answers
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Figure 145: Post question form is loaded with the score from the just completed revision session

Figure 146: Error dialog shown when password cannot be changed on the program info form

Figure 147: Error dialog shown when the user tries to print when no questions have been added on
the topic select form

Figure 148: Error dialog shown when the user tries to generate questions on the system when no
topics have been selected on the topic select form
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Figure 149: Integration hint shown when hovering over bar

Figure 150: Numerical Methods hint shown when hovering over bar
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Figure 151: Trigonometry hint shown when hovering over bar

Figure 152: Vectors hint shown when hovering over bar
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Figure 153: Program marking partial fractions as correct, with correct working shown on the right

Figure 154: Program marking binomial expansion question as correct, with correct working shown
above
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Figure 155: Program marking binomial expansion as incorrect, with correct working shown above

Figure 156: Program marking algebraic fractions as correct, with correct working shown on the
right

Figure 157: Program marking algebraic fractions as incorrect, with correct working shown on the
right
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Figure 158: Program marking partial fractions question as incorrect, with correct working shown on
the right

Figure 159: Program marking coordinate geometry question as correct, with correct working shown
on the right
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Figure 160: Program marking coordinate geometry question as incorrect, with correct on the right

Figure 161: Program marking AToTheX differentiation as correct

Figure 162: Program marking EToTheX differentiation as correct, with correct working on the right
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Figure 163: Program marking AToTheX differentiation as incorrect

Figure 164: Program marking EToTheX differentiation as incorrect, with correct working shown on
the right
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Figure 165: Program marking domain and range question as correct

Figure 166: Program marking domain and range question as incorrect
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Figure 167: Program marks function combination question incorrectly when it should be correct,
and correct working shown on the right

Figure 168: Program marks function combination question correctly but gives incorrect answer,
with correct working shown on the right

Figure 169: Program marking exponential integration correctly
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Figure 170: Program marking exponential question as incorrect

Figure 171: Program marking reciprocal question as correct
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Figure 172: Program marking reciprocal question as incorrect

Figure 173: Program marking iteration question as incorrect when it is actually correct, with correct
working shown on the right
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Figure 174: Program marking iteration question as incorrect but giving an incorrect answer, with
correct working shown on the right

Figure 175: Program marking trigonometry question as correct
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Figure 176: Program marking trigonometry question as incorrect

Figure 177: Program marking vector magnitude as correct, with correct working shown on the right
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Figure 178: Program marking vectors lines question as correct, with correct working shown on the
right

Figure 179: Program marking vectors lines question as incorrect, with correct working shown on
the right

Figure 180: Program marking vectors scalar product question as correct, with correct working
shown on the right
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Figure 181: Program marking vectors scalar product question as incorrect, with correct working
shown on the right

Figure 182: Program marking vectors magnitude question as incorrect, with correct working shown
on the right

Figure 183: Error dialog on saved questions form when user tries to revise without selecting any
questions
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Figure 184: 20 questions being added to the saved questions revision list

Figure 185: Program marking function combinations question as correct, with correct working
shown on the right

Figure 186: Program marking function combination question as incorrect, with correct marking
shown on the right
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Figure 187: Program marking numerical methods iteration question as correct, with correct
working shown on the right

Figure 188: Program marking numerical methods iteration question as incorrect, with correct
working shown on the right

Figure 189: List of chosen questions after deleting Question 2 (Numerical Methods)
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Figure 190: Attempting to save a question that has already been saved
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End User Acceptance Testing
I asked my end user,
, to spend a short amount of time testing the system to make sure it meets all of
the requirements that she initially suggested, as well as to have some space to write any errors that she could
find. The form below shows her response to this acceptance testing, showing that she believes the program
meets all of her initial suggested objectives.

Verbally she said the layout and style of the program is very good, and is much better than using books all of
the time.
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Test Evaluation
The testing stage has allowed me to find and fix several errors which were:
The bar chart on the main menu not displaying the correct topics when hovering over certain bars
Several error dialogs not shown for:
- Incorrectly changing a password
- Trying to revise saved questions with no questions selected
- Trying to revise with no topics added
- Attempting to save the same question twice
- Incorrectly calculating the answer to two different types of questions
- Only 19 questions (instead of 20) being selectable on the saved questions form
- Inability to remove question from saved questions revision list
My system now appears to be robust enough to handle usage by my end user, and they have said that the
program appears to be working well for them. Boundary tests have been done as well as making sure the
system calculates maths answers correctly.
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System Maintenance
System Overview
This system is an A2 Maths revision tool based on the current Edexcel specification. The general function of the
program is to allow the user to select the topics which they want to revise (on the topic select form) and then
they have an ability to answer the system generated questions (on the question form) by using code similar to
LaTeX when required. The system will also mark the answers the user gives (and shown on the post question
form). Other features of the system include the login form capable of storing data about many users, the
ability to save questions to be answered at a later date, the ability to save all feedback, and the ability to print
off questions that have been generated by the system. The system was created using RAD Delphi XE6 in the
Delphi programming language.

Algorithms
For the complete code showing all of the algorithms used in the program see Appendix 1. Below are the more
complex algorithms used in the program with descriptions of how they work and how they could be improved.
Question Generation Algorithm
The code for this algorithm can be found on pages 54-68 of Implementation in Appendix 1, with the main
section of the algorithm given on pages 65-68. The inputs to this algorithm are the topic and subtopic that
want to be revised. The algorithm looks at the topic and subtopic and determines which type of question needs
to be generated based on this, with the different types of questions being given on pages 14 and 15 in the
design section.
Depending on which sub-topic of question is being generated the algorithm may call a specific subroutine to do
this, which was generally coded to happen if it would take more than a few lines of code to generate the
question and calculate the answer. This occurs for all Algebra and Series questions, all Vectors questions, all
Differentiation questions, all Integration questions, Numerical Methods Iteration questions and Parametric to
Cartesian questions. For all other questions, the question and answer are generated using a few lines of code
within the main section.
Pseudo-Code
Pseudo-code for a Numerical Methods question generation is shown on page 21 in the design section however
a more complete pseudo-code is shown below for all of the possible questions.
IF Topic = 'Algebra and Series' THEN
IF SubTopic = 'Algebraic Fractions' THEN GenerateAlgebraicFractionsQuestion
ELSE IF SubTopic = 'Partial Fractions' THEN GeneratePartialFractionsQuestion
ELSE IF SubTopic = 'Binomial Expansion' THEN GenerateBinomialExpansionQuestion
IF Topic = 'Coordinate Geometry' THEN GenerateParametricToCartesianQuestion
IF Topic = 'Differentiation' THEN
IF SubTopic = 'AToTheX' THEN GenerateAToTheXQuestion
ELSE IF SubTopic = 'EToTheX' THEN GenerateEToTheXQuestion
IF Topic = 'Functions' THEN
IF SubTopic = 'Function Combinations' THEN GenerateFunctionCombinationsQuestion
ELSE IF SubTopic = 'Domain and Range' THEN GenerateDomainAndRangeQuestion
IF Topic = 'Integration' THEN
IF SubTopic = 'Exponential' THEN GenerateExponentialQuestion
ELSE IF SubTopic = 'Reciprocal' THEN GenerateReciprocalQuestion
IF Topic = 'Numerical Methods' THEN GenerateIterationQuestion
IF Topic = 'Trigonometry' THEN GenerateSecCosecCotQuestion
IF Topic = 'Vectors' THEN
IF SubTopic = 'Magnitude' THEN GenerateMagnitudeQuestion
ELSE IF SubTopic = 'Scalar Product' THEN GenerateScalarProductQuestion
ELSE IF SubTopic = 'Lines' THEN GenerateLinesQuestion
All individual question generation algorithms follow the same general structure:
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Equation1 = GenerateEquationForQuestion
Equation2 = SingleFormulaForAnswer(Equation1)
QQuestion = 'Wording ' + Equation1
QCorrectAnswer = Equation2
In cases where the question requires two equations (excluding the answer), the variable Equation2 is used to
hold the second equation and the variable Equation3 will be used to hold the answer. If the single formula for
the answer is complex (or there are several steps to the formula/algorithm), such as the vector questions
require finding coefficients, a separate function is used.
Improvements
One improvement would be to have a possible question for each subtopic. At the moment questions can be
generated on each topic which was the original objective but the listed subtopics in the design section do not
all have a question linked to them. Implementing this would not be too complicated providing each question
and answer could be calculated algebraically beforehand so that coding would be minimal.
Correct answers can now be calculated by the system for all of the generated questions as shown in tests 183212 as well as re-tests 195b, 196b, 203b and 204b. However these answers are in a fixed format and therefore
the program could reject a correct answer. This is discussed in further detail in the Question Marking Algorithm
improvements.
Maths Codes Algorithm
The code for this algorithm can be found on pages 69-76 of Implementation in Appendix 1. The maths codes
algorithm is based on LaTeX and allows the user to be able to type mathematical functions such as fractions,
binomials and trigonometric functions. All codes except for indices and subscript start with ‘\’ to denote that it
should be changed by the algorithm while ‘{‘ and ‘}’ are used to denote that characters should be changed as
part of the code, and a list of all of the currently implemented maths codes can be found on page 15 in the
design section.
The algorithm works by reading through each character of the entered string one at a time to determine
whether it will be handling a function or not, and then writing out the characters to the canvas where
appropriate. All characters that are not part of a function are written out, such as numbers and letters, while
characters that are part of the function are shown on the canvas in unique ways.
Pseudo-Code
Pseudo-code for showing indices on the canvas is given on page 22 in the design section. A more complete
pseudo-code for the whole algorithm is given below:
WHILE CharacterCount <= Length(Text)
IF Text[CharacterCount] = ‘^’
IF Text[CharacterCount + 1] = ‘{‘
Recall code with Text inside {} but raise higher
ELSE Output next character but raised higher on canvas
ELSE IF Text[CharacterCount] = ‘_’
IF Text[CharacterCount + 1] = ‘{‘
Recall code with Text inside {} but lowered
ELSE Output next character but lowered on canvas
ELSE IF Text[CharacterCount] =’\’
IF Text Next Chars = ‘pm’ THEN Output Plus-Minus Sign
IF Text Next Chars = ‘mp’ THEN Output Minus-Plus Sign
IF Text Next Chars = ‘leq’ THEN Output Less Or Equal Sign
IF Text Next Chars = ‘geq’ THEN Output Greater Or Equal Sign
IF Text Next Chars = ‘inf’ THEN Output Infinity Sign
IF Text Next Chars = ‘theta’ THEN Output Theta Sign
IF Text Next Chars = ‘sin’ THEN Output Sin
IF Text Next Chars = ‘cos’ THEN Output Cos
IF Text Next Chars = ‘tan’ THEN Output Tan
IF Text Next Chars = ‘arcsin’ THEN Output Arcsin
IF Text Next Chars = ‘arccos’ THEN Output Arccos
IF Text Next Chars = ‘arctan’ THEN Output Arctan
IF Text Next Chars = ‘cot’ THEN Output Cot
IF Text Next Chars = ‘sec’ THEN Output Sec
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IF Text Next Chars = ‘cosec’ THEN Output Cosec
IF Text Next Chars = ‘frac’ THEN
Output characters between {} raised higher
Output horizontal line
Output characters between next {} lowered
IF Text Next Chars = ‘binom’ THEN
Output large open bracket
Output characters between {} raised higher
Output characters between next {} lowered
Output large close bracket
IF Text Next Chars = ‘sqrt’ THEN
Output Square Root Sign
Output characters between {}
IF Text Next Chars = ‘sum’ THEN
Output characters between {} raised higher
Output characters between next {} lowered
Output Sigma Sign
IF Text Next Chars = ‘int’ THEN
IF Next Char = ‘{‘
Output characters between {} raised higher
Output characters between next {} lowered
Output Integral Sign
ELSE Output Text[CharacterCount]
INCREASE CharacterCount to next unchecked character
Improvements
The algorithm currently allows all of the maths functions that would be required for C3 and C4 maths. If other
modules are added to the system at a later date more codes may need to be added such as sets for statistics,
or proof symbols in further maths. These codes could be added in a similar structure to the previous codes,
such as:
IF Next Characters = Maths Code
THEN Move Character Counter Past Code
Apply Changes To Next Characters Depending On Code
Question Marking Algorithm
The code for this algorithm can be found on page 24-25 (in the CompareAnswers function) and page 25 (in the
btnMarkAnswersClick procedure) of Implementation in Appendix 1. The code is used to compare the correct
answer for the question to the answer given by the user and then determine whether they have got the
question right. In the btnMarkAnswersClick procedure there is a for loop which goes through each question and
uses the CompareAnswers function to determine whether each one is right. The CompareAnswers function
removes all ‘{‘, ‘}’, ‘(‘ and ‘)’ from both strings and then checks whether they are the same, it will return true if
they are. The brackets are removed as it makes no difference in some questions so should not matter,
however this is a problem for some questions and is discussed further in the improvements section.
Pseudo-Code
UserAnswer = REMOVE(‘{‘, ‘}’, ‘(‘, ‘)’) FROM UserAnswer
CorrectAnswer = REMOVE(‘{‘, ‘}’, ‘(‘, ‘)’) FROM CorrectAnswer
UserAnswer = Lowercase(UserAnswer)
CorrectAnswer = Lowercase(CorrectAnswer)
IF UserAnswer = CorrectAnswer
THEN Return TRUE
ELSE Return FALSE
Improvements
The algorithm is very limited in terms of comparing the answers. An answer that might be correct could be
marked wrong, for example (2x+1)(x+4) is the same as (x+4)(2x+1) but only the answer which matches the
form in which the program generates the answer will be marked correct. (2x+1)(x+4) would also be marked
the same as 2x+1x+4 even though they are different. An improvement on this algorithm would make a
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distinction between these different strings and would be able to recognise when different formatted answers
are actually the same – this is a complex task which is beyond the scope of the first version.

Annotated Listings
For annotation of the complete code in the form of comments, sensible identifiers, indentation and modular
structure see Appendix 1.

Procedure and Variable List
All of the procedures, functions and variables in the system are listed below with the important properties as
well as a description of what it does (for the procedures and functions) or its purpose within the program.
Login Form
Subroutine
btnLoginClick

Subroutine Type
Procedure

Access
Public

Parameters
None

btnNewAccountClick
FormShow

Procedure
Procedure

Public
Public

None
None

Description
Compares the user entered username and
password to all on a file, and if a match is
found it logs the user in
Shows the create account form
Removes all text that could be in the username
and password boxes

Create Account Form
Subroutine
btnCreateAccountClick

Subroutine Type
Procedure

Access
Public

Parameters
None

FormShow

Procedure

Public

None

Description
Check whether user entered details could be
used to create account (make sure account
does not already exist and username and
password are between 6-15 characters), and if
so create the account
Removes all text that could be in the username
and password boxes

Maths Codes Form
Subroutine
btnTrig1AddClick

Subroutine Type
Procedure

Access
Public

Parameters
None

btnTrig2AddClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnTrig3AddClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnTrig4AddClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnTrig5AddClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnTrig6AddClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnTrig7AddClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnTrig8AddClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnTrig9AddClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnPaI1AddClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnPaI2AddClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnPaI3AddClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnPaI4AddClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnSISR1AddClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnSISR2AddClick

Procedure

Public

None

Description
If question form
answer box
If question form
answer box
If question form
answer box
If question form
answer box
If question form
answer box
If question form
answer box
If question form
answer box
If question form
answer box
If question form
answer box
If question form
answer box
If question form
answer box
If question form
box
If question form
answer box
If question form
answer box
If question form
the answer box

is open, adds ‘\sin’ to the
is open, adds ‘\cos’ to the
is open, adds ‘\tan’ to the
is open, adds ‘\arcsin’ to the
is open, adds ‘\arccos’ to the
is open, adds ‘\arctan’ to the
is open, adds ‘\cot’ to the
is open, adds ‘\sec’ to the
is open, adds ‘\cosec’ to the
is open, adds ‘^’ to the
is open, adds ‘^{}’ to the
is open, adds ‘_’ to the answer
is open, adds ‘_{}’ to the
is open, adds ‘\sqrt{}’ to the
is open, adds ‘\sum{}{}’ to
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btnSISR3AddClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnSISR4AddClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnFB1AddClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnFB2AddClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnSym1AddClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnSym2AddClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnSym3AddClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnSym4AddClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnSym5AddClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnSym6AddClick

Procedure

Public

None

25270
If question form
answer box
If question form
answer box
If question form
the answer box
If question form
the answer box
If question form
answer box
If question form
answer box
If question form
answer box
If question form
answer box
If question form
answer box
If question form
answer box

is open, adds ‘\int{}{}’ to the
is open, adds ‘\int’ to the
is open, adds ‘\frac{}{}’ to
is open, adds ‘\binom{}{}’ to
is open, adds ‘\theta’ to the
is open, adds ‘\pm’ to the
is open, adds ‘\mp’ to the
is open, adds ‘\leq’ to the
is open, adds ‘\geq’ to the
is open, adds ‘\inf’ to the

Menu Form
Subroutine
FormShow

Subroutine Type
Procedure

Access
Public

Parameters
None

btnReviseClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnProgramInfoClick

Procedure

Public

None

FormClose
btnSavedQuestionsClick

Procedure
Procedure

Public
Public

None
None

btnFeedbackClick
tmrCommentsChangeTimer

Procedure
Procedure

Public
Public

None
None

chrtTopicsMouseMove

Procedure

Public

None

NewTip

Function

Private

None

Variable
LoggedInUser
RecentFeedbackTopicScores

Type
String
Array of
Integer

Access
Public
Private

RecentFeedbackComments

Array of
String
Integer

Private

CurrentShownComment

Private

Description
Get the users feedback from a file and store
in an array. Display recent stats for this
feedback on the bar chart and recent
comments below the bar chart
Show the topic select form and hide the
menu
Show the program info form and hide the
menu
Show the login form
Show the saved questions form and hide
the menu
Show the feedback form and hide the menu
Show the next recent comment from the
RecentFeedbackComments array. Runs
every 5 seconds.
Show a hint with the topic name that is
being hovered over on the bar chart
Selects a random tip from an array to
return

Description
Holds the username of the currently logged in user
Holds the correct marks and total marks for each topic based
on the users last 10 revision sessions. Topics indexed in
alphabetical order
Holds the comments that the user has saved from the last 10
revision sessions
Holds the index of the currently shown comment from the
RecentFeedbackComments array. This will change every 5
seconds due to the tmrCommentsChangeTimer procedure

Post Question Form
Subroutine
btnFinishClick

Subroutine Type
Procedure

Access
Public

Parameters
None

FormClose

Procedure

Public

None

FormShow

Procedure

Public

None

Description
Adds the user typed comment to the current
feedback variable and then runs the FormClose
procedure
Saves the CurrentFeedback variable to the
feedback file. Closes the post question form
and opens the menu form
Adds topic marks to the CurrentFeedback
variable as well as the revision title (based on
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the most revised topic) and the username.
Adds up the users score for the revision
session and displays to the user

Variable
CorrectMarks

Type
Array of
Integer

Access
Public

NumOfQuestions

Array of
Integer

Public

CurrentFeedback
TotalCorrectMarks

TIndivFeedback
Integer

Private
Private

TotalQuestions

Integer

Private

Description
Holds the number of questions that the user got correct for
each topic from the most recent revision session. Topics
indexed in alphabetical order
Holds the number of questions that were asked for each topic
from the most recent revision session. Topics indexed in
alphabetical order
Holds the stats for the just completed revision session
Holds the total number of questions that the user got correct in
the just completed revision session
Holds the total number of questions asked in the just
completed revision session

Program Info Form
Subroutine

Access

Parameters

Description

FormClose
FormShow

Subroutine
Type
Procedure
Procedure

Public
Public

None
None

btnChangePasswordClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnViewMathsCodesClick
btnConfirmChangeClick

Procedure
Procedure

Public
Public

None
None

btnDeleteAccountClick

Procedure

Public

None

DeleteUserFromArray

Procedure

Private

UserList,
UserToDelete

Opens the menu form
Removes any text that may be in the
passwords boxes and hides the options to
change password
Expands the form to show the change
password options if they are not shown, else it
hides those options
Opens the maths codes form
Makes sure the new passwords entered by the
user match and if so it changes the users
password in the user file
Creates a dialog asking if the user is sure and
if they click yes it will delete the user (using
the DeleteUserFromArray procedure), open
the login form and close the current form
Deletes the current user from the user file

Question Form
Subroutine
FormShow
FormClose

Subroutine Type
Procedure
Procedure

Access
Public
Public

Parameters
None
None

btnNextQuestionClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnPreviousQuestionClick

Procedure

Public

None

edtAnswerBoxKeyPress

Procedure

Public

None

btnExitRevisionClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnMarkAnswersClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnSaveQuestionClick

Procedure

Public

None

Description
Initialise all the variables
If the user has finished open the post
question form else open the menu form
Show the next question in the
QuestionList array
Show the previous question in the
QuestionList array
Show the users answer to the left of the
answer box in correct format whenever
the user types a character into the
answer box
If the user has finished it will send the
marks to the post question form and
then show that form and close the
question form. If the user has not
finished a dialog box will open asking if
they are sure they want to exit
Mark all of the users answers using the
CompareAnswers function and add up
the marks
Check whether the current shown
question has been saved before and if
not it will be saved to the saved
questions file
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btnMathsCodesClick
tmrStartDelayTimer

Procedure
Procedure

Public
Public

None
None

ShowQuestion

Procedure

Private

CompareAnswers

Function

Private

TheCanvas,
AnswerBox
(optional),
TheCurrentQuestion,
CurrentAnswer
RawAnswer1,
RawAnswer2

Variable
QuestionList

25270
Open the maths codes form
When the form loads it will show the
first question
Write the current question and the users
answer onto the canvas

Returns true if the two answers inputted
are the same (after removing curly
braces and brackets)

Access
Public

Description
Holds the list of questions that the user is currently revising with

NumOfQuestions
UserFinished
ShowPostQuestion
CurrentQuestion

Type
Array of
TQuestion
Integer
Boolean
Boolean
Integer

Public
Public
Public
Private

NumCorrect

Integer

Private

UsersAnswers

Array of
String
Array of
Integer

Private

Holds the number of questions that the user is currently revising
True if the user has had their answers marked
True if when the form is closed it will open the post question form
Holds the index of the current question shown from the
QuestionList array
Once the user has had their questions marked it will hold the
number of questions the user has got correct
Holds the users answer to each question, as well as whether they
are right or wrong once they have been marked
Holds the amount of questions the user has got correct, and the
total number of questions, for each topic being revised. Topics are
indexed in alphabetical order

TopicMarks

Private

Saved Questions Form
Subroutine

Access

Parameters

Description

FormClose

Subroutine
Type
Procedure

Public

None

FormShow

Procedure

Public

None

btnPreviousQuestionClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnNextQuestionClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnAddQuestionClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnRemoveQuestionsClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnReviseClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnDeleteQuestionClick

Procedure

Public

None

tmrStartDelayTimer

Procedure

Public

None

ChangeFormForNoQuestions

Procedure

Private

DeleteQuestionFromArray

Procedure

Private

SortQuestionsByDate

Procedure

Private

PreviousButton,
NextButton,
DeleteButton,
AddButton,
RemoveButton,
ReviseButton,
TheCanvas
QuestionList,
QuestionToDelete
QuestionList

Saved the questions to file and open the
menu
Initialise variables and load the saved
questions from file
Show the previous question from the
UserQuestionsList
Show the next question from the
UserQuestionsList
Add the current question to the list of
questions and show this on the right in
the SavedQuestionsList memo
Remove the current question from the
ChosenQuestionList array if it is in the
array
If questions have been chosen take them
to the question form, open the question
form, and close the saved questions
form
Delete the question from the
UserQuestionsList and AllQuestionsList
using the DeleteQuestionFromArray
procedure
When the form loads it will show the first
question
Show the default format of the form for
when there are no saved questions for
the currently logged in user

Remove QuestionToDelete from
QuestionList
Sort QuestionList into order of most
recent first
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AllQuestionsList
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TheCanvas,
TheQuestion,
QuestionNumber

Write the current question onto the
canvas

Access
Private

Description
Holds a list of all questions from the saved questions file

Private

Holds all of the questions that were saved by the user from
the AllQuestionsList array
Holds the questions that the user has selected to revise

ChosenQuestionNumbers

Type
Array of
TSavedQuestions
Array of
TSavedQuestions
Array of
TSavedQuestions
Array of Integer

CurrentShownQuestion

Integer

Private

NumOfChosenQuestions

Integer

Private

UserQuestionsList
ChosenQuestionList

Private
Private

Holds the list of question indexes (from UserQuestionsList)
that the user has chosen to revise
Holds the index of the question in UserQuestionsList that is
currently being shown
Holds the number of questions that the user has chosen to
revise so far

Topic Select Form
Subroutine

Access

Parameters

Description

FormClose
btnAddTopicClick

Subroutine
Type
Procedure
Procedure

Public
Public

None
None

FormShow
btnQ1Click

Procedure
Procedure

Public
Public

None
None

btnQ2Click

Procedure

Public

None

btnQ3Click

Procedure

Public

None

btnQ4Click

Procedure

Public

None

btnQ5Click

Procedure

Public

None

btnQ6Click

Procedure

Public

None

btnQ7Click

Procedure

Public

None

btnQ8Click

Procedure

Public

None

btnGenerateQuestionsClick

Procedure

Public

None

btnPrintQuestionsClick

Procedure

Public

None

DeleteQuestionChoice

Procedure

Private

ShowQuestionChoice

Procedure

Private

SumIntegerArray
GenerateQuestions

Function
Procedure

Private
Private

ResetInt,
TheLabel,
TheButton
TheLabel,
TheButton
IntegerArray
None

Opens the menu form
Check whether questions can be added for
that topic and if so add questions, and show
that on the form
Initialises variables
Remove ‘Algebra and Series’ questions. Only
shown if questions have been added for the
topic
Remove ‘Coordinate Geometry’ questions.
Only shown if questions have been added for
the topic
Remove ‘Differentiation’ questions. Only
shown if questions have been added for
topic
Remove ‘Functions’ questions. Only shown if
questions have been added for the topic
Remove ‘Integration’ questions. Only shown
if questions have been added for the topic
Remove ‘Numerical Methods’ questions. Only
shown if questions have been added for the
topic
Remove ‘Trigonometry’ questions. Only
shown if questions have been added for the
topic
Remove ‘Vectors’ questions. Only shown if
questions have been added for the toic
Generate questions for each selected topic
using the GenerateQuestions
Opens a print dialog to give the user an
option to print the generated questions
Sets ResetInt to 0 and sets the visibility of
TheLabel and TheButton to false

Variable
TotalNumOfQuestions

Type
Integer

Access
Private

Sets the visibility of TheLabel and TheButton
to false
Returns the sum of the array inputted
For each topic that has been selected to
revise generate a chosen number of
questions for that topic and calculate the
correct answer. The sub topic is chosen
randomly based what topic was chosen

Description
Holds the total number of questions that the user has selected to
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TQuestion
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revise so far
Holds the number of questions that the user has selected to revise
so far for each topic. Topics are indexed in alphabetical order
Holds each of the questions that has been generated, they are only
generated once the user chooses to print or generate questions

Private
Private

Feedback Form
Subroutine

Access

Parameters

Description

btnNextFeedbackClick

Subroutine
Type
Procedure

Public

None

btnBackFeedbackClick

Procedure

Public

None

FormShow

Procedure

Public

None

FormClose

Procedure

Public

None

btnDeleteFeedbackClick

Procedure

Public

None

chrtTopicsMouseMove

Procedure

Public

None

EnableFeedbackDisplay

Procedure

Private

ChangeFormForNoFeedback

Procedure

Private

DeleteFeedbackFromArray

Procedure

Private

SortFeedbackByDate

Procedure

Private

DateLabel,
TopicLabel,
ScoreLabel,
NextButton,
BackButton,
DeleteButton,
CommentBox
DateLabel,
TopicLabel,
ScoreLabel,
NextButton,
BackButton,
DeleteButton,
CommentBox
FeedbackList.
FeedbackToDelete
FeedbackList

Shows the next piece of feedback in the
FeedbackList
Shows the previous piece of feedback in
the FeedbackList
Loads all of the feedback from file and
determines which ones belong to the
user – these are put in FeedbackList
array. Also variables are initialised
Saves CompleteFeedbackList to file (as
feedback may have been deleted) and
then opens menu
Removes the current piece of feedback
from CompleteFeedbackList and
FeedbackList and then shows the
previous question
Show a hint with the topic name that is
being hovered over on the bar chart
Change form into a format so that the
feedback can be viewed

ShowCurrentFeedback

Procedure

Private

Variable
CompleteFeedbackList

Type
Array of
TIndivFeedback
Array of
TIndivFeedback
Integer

FeedbackList
CurrentFeedbackNumber

TopicLabel,
DateLabel,
ScoreLabel,
CommentBox,
CurrentFeedback,
TopicChart

Change form into a format when there is
no feedback to tell the user that they
need to have saved feedback to use this
form

Remove FeedbackToDelete from
FeedbackList
Orders FeedbackList in date order with
most recent first
Shows the piece of feedback in
FeedbackList indexed by
CurrentFeedbackNumber to the user

Access
Private

Description
Holds all of the feedback that has been saved to file

Private

Holds all of the feedback for the currently logged in user that
has been saved to file
Holds the index in feedback list of the piece of feedback
currently being shown

Private

Feedback Class
Subroutine
GetUser
GetTopic

Subroutine
Type
Function
Function

Access

Parameters

Description

Public
Public

None
None

Returns User
Returns Topic
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GetComments
GetTopicCorrectMarks
GetTopicTotalMarks
SetFeedbackTime
SetUser
SetTopic
SetTopicCorrectMarks
SetTopicTotalMarks
SetCorrectMarks
SetTotalMarks
SetComments

Function
Function
Function
Procedure
Procedure
Procedure
Procedure
Procedure
Procedure
Procedure
Procedure

Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public

Property
FeedbackTime
User
Topic
TopicCorrectMarks

Type
TDateTime
String
String
Array of Byte

Access
Public
Public
Public
Public

TopicTotalMarks

Array of Byte

Public

CorrectMarks

Byte

Public

TotalMarks
Comments

Byte
String

Public
Public
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None
Index
Index
NewFeedbackTime
NewUser
NewTopic
Index, Mark
Index, Mark
NewCorrectMarks
NewCorrectMarks
NewComments

Returns Comments
Returns TopicCorrectMarks[Index]
Returns TopicTotalMarks[Index]
Sets FeedbackTime to NewFeedbackTime
Sets User to NewUser
Sets Topic to New Topic
Sets TopicCorrectMarks[Index] to Mark
Sets TopicTotalMarks[Index] to Mark
Sets CorrectMarks to NewCorrectMarks
Sets TotalMarks to NewTotalMarks
Sets Comments to NewComments

Description
Holds the date of when the feedback was initially saved
Holds the username of who this feedback belongs to
Holds the most revised topic of the revision session
Holds the amount of marks awarded to the user for each topic in
the revision session. Topics are indexed in alphabetical order
Holds the total amount of marks available for each topic in the
revision session. Topics are indexed in alphabetical order
Holds the amount of marks awarded to the user for the revision
session
Holds the total amount of marks available for the revision session
Holds the comment that was initially set by the user

Question Class (Belonging To Class)
Subroutine

Access

Parameters

Description

Create

Subroutine
Type
Constructor

Public

TheTopic,
TheSubTopic

GetTopic
GetSubTopic
SetTopic
SetSubTopic

Function
Function
Procedure
Procedure

Public
Public
Public
Public

None
None
NewTopic
NewSubTopic

SetQuestion
SetCorrectAnswer

Procedure
Procedure

Public
Public

NewQuestion
NewCorrectAnswer

ExpandBinomial

Function

Private

Binomial

GenerateAlgebraicFraction

Function

Private

None

AddAlgebraicFractions

Function

Private

GenerateVector

Function

Private

Equation1,
Equation2
None

GetMagintudeOfVector

Function

Private

Vector

VectorScalarProduct

Function

Private

VectorA, VectorB

VectorAngleBetween

Function

Private

VectorA, VectorB

Decides which question to
generate and then generates
a question based on TheTopic
and TheSubTopic. Whether
this is done directly in the
subroutine or whether
another subroutine is used
depends on which subtopic is
chosen (ones which take
more than a few lines of code
were put in a separate
subroutine). The correct
answer to the question is also
calculated
Returns Topic
Returns SubTopic
Sets Topic to NewTopic
Sets SubTopic to
NewSubTopic
Sets Question to NewQuestion
Sets CorrectAnswer to
NewCorrectAnswer
Completes the binomial
expansion of Binomial and
returns answer
Returns a random algebraic
fraction
Combines two algebraic
fractions into one
Returns a random vector in
the form ai+bj
Calculates the magnitude of a
single vector
Calculates the scalar (dot)
product of two vectors
Calculates the angle between
two vectors by using the
scalar product
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VectorThirdConnector

Function

Private

VectorA, VectorB

DifferentiateAToTheX

Function

Private

Equation

DifferentiateEToTheX

Function

Private

Equation

IntegrationEToTheX

Function

Private

Equation

IntegrationReciprocal

Function

Private

Equation

GenerateEquation

Function

Private

GenerateParametricToCartesianQuestion

Procedure

Private

Constant, Linear,
Quadratic, Cubic,
Fraction, Trig,
AdvancedTrig,
Log, E, AToTheX
None

GenerateIterationQuestion

Procedure

Private

None

Property
Topic
SubTopic
Question
CorrectAnswer

Type
String
String
String
String

Access
Public
Public
Public
Public

Finds the third vector that
when added to VectorA and
VectorB would create a vector
of zero magnitude
Differentiates an AToTheX
equation with respect to x
Differentiates an EToTheX
equation with respect to x
Integrates an EToTheX
equation with respect to x
Integrates a reciprocal
equation with respect to x
Generates an equation with
the terms which are set to
true in the parameters
Generates a parametric to
Cartesian question
Generates an iteration
question by using iteration to
calculate the answer

Description
Holds the topic which the question belongs to
Holds the subtopic which the question belongs to
Holds the actual question being asked
Holds the correct answer to the question being asked

Question Class (Not Belonging To Class)
Subroutine

Access

Parameters

Description

ValueOfFunction

Subroutine
Type
Function

Public

FunctionString,
XValue

ShowMathsText

Procedure

Public

ClearCanvas

Procedure

Public

Text, X, Y,
GapWidth,
Canvas
Form

Calculates the value of the function when
XValue is entered, mathematically it
calculates f(x)
Writes the maths text to the Canvas using the
algorithm explained above
Clears everything from the canvas belonging
to Form

Saved Question Class (Besides Inherited From Question Class)
Subroutine
GetSaveTime
GetUser
SetSaveTime
SetUser

Subroutine Type
Function
Function
Procedure
Procedure

Variable
SaveTime
User

Type
TDateTime
String

Access
Public
Public
Public
Public

Access
Private
Private

Parameters
None
None
NewSaveTime
NewUser

Description
Returns SaveTime
Returns User
Sets SaveTime to NewSaveTime
Sets User to NewUser

Description
Holds the date when the question was saved
Holds the username of whoever saved the question

User Class
Subroutine

Access

Parameters

Description

Create

Subroutine
Type
Constructor

Public

NewUsername,
NewPassword

GetUsername
GetPassword

Function
Function

Public
Public

None
None

Creates a new instance of User with Username
as NewUsername and Password as
NewPassword
Returns Username
Returns Password
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SetUsername
SetPassword

Procedure
Procedure

Property
Username
Password

Type
String
String

0330
Public
Public

Access
Public
Public

NewUsername
NewPassword

25270
Sets Username to NewUsername
Sets Password to NewPassword

Description
Holds the username of the user
Holds the password of the user

Forms created, including data entry, menus, display screens, printed output
Login Form

The LoginForm is the main form which appears on loading the program and handles the login system. There
were 12 tests done on this form, with no errors found. This can be found in tests 1-12. This form now appears
robust enough to handle general use by the end user. The code for this form can be found starting on page 1
of Appendix 1 along with a design image of the form.
Create Account Form

The CreateAccountForm is the form used for when the user wants to create a new account, before logging in.
There were 17 tests done on this form, with no errors found. This can be found in tests 13-29. This form now
appears robust enough to handle general use by the end user. The code for this form can be found starting on
page 2 of Appendix 1 along with a design image of the form.
Maths Codes Form
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The MathsCodesForm is the form which displays all of the maths codes the user can type in the answer box on
the questions form. There were 25 tests done on this form, with no errors found. This can be found in tests
110-134. This form now appears robust enough to handle general use by the end user. The code for this form
can be found starting on page 4 of Appendix 1 along with a design image of the form.
Menu Form

The MenuForm is the form shown once the user has logged in, and is the main form for the navigation of the
program. There were 15 tests done on this form, with 4 errors found. This can be found in tests 30-44 and the
retests were 37b, 38b, 39b and 40b. This form now appears robust enough to handle general use by the end
user. The code for this form can be found starting on page 10 of Appendix 1 along with a design image of the
form.
Post Question Form
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The PostQuestionForm is the form shown after the user has finished a revision session, it has the stats of their
completed session. There were 2 tests done on this form, with 0 errors found. This can be found in tests 181
and 182. This form now appears robust enough to handle general use by the end user. The code for this form
can be found starting on page 15 of Appendix 1 along with a design image of the form.
Program Info Form

The ProgramInfoForm is the form which displays information about the creation of the program as well as
giving the user options to change password and delete account. There were 16 tests done on this form, with 3
errors found. This can be found in tests 45-60, and the retests were 51b, 59b, 60b. This form now appears
robust enough to handle general use by the end user. The code for this form can be found starting on page 18
of Appendix 1 along with a design image of the form.
Question Form
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The QuestionForm is the form where the user answers all of the questions generated by the system, and can
be accessed via either the topic select form or the saved questions form. There were 14 tests done on this
form, with 1 error found. This can be found in tests 167-180, and the retest was 172b. This form now appears
robust enough to handle general use by the end user. The code for this form can be found starting on page 22
of Appendix 1 along with a design image of the form.
Saved Questions Form

The SavedQuestionsForm is the form that displays all of the questions that the user has saved and allows them
to answer them. There were 11 tests done on this form, with 3 errors found. This can be found in tests 72-82,
and the retests were 75b, 79b and 82b. This form now appears robust enough to handle general use by the
end user. The code for this form can be found starting on page 29 of Appendix 1 along with a design image of
the form.
Topic Select Form
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TheTopicSelectForm is the form which allows the user to choose which topics they want to revise, before the
system generates them. There were 27 tests done on this form, with 2 errors found. This can be found in tests
83-109, and the retests were 106b and 108b. This form now appears robust enough to handle general use by
the end user. The code for this form can be found starting on page 36 of Appendix 1 along with a design image
of the form.
Feedback Form

The FeedbackForm is the form which allows the user to view previous feedback they have received from
revision sessions. There were 11 tests done on this form, with no errors found. This can be found in tests 6171. This form now appears robust enough to handle general use by the end user. The code for this form can be
found starting on page 45 of Appendix 1 along with a design image of the form.

System configuration & Settings
The only file needed to run this program is the 4MB executable file. No data files are needed before first use as
the program is capable of creating them once they are needed. Similarly there are no settings that need to be
set before the program can be used. Enough storage space will be needed for the executable however this is
not a lot and could fit on a USB stick. RAM is not a concern as all computers will have enough to run the
program. The executable will only run on a Windows OS.
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Appraisal
Feedback from End User
My end user,

, filled in a form to give comments on the completed system, shown below.
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Analysis of Feedback
To obtain feedback from my end user,
, I gave them the installation files, the user manual and a copy of
the program appraisal questionnaire. My end user was given the instructions to set up the program and
complete a few revision sessions, trying to use as many of the programs features as possible. I was not
allowed to give them help but they could use the user manual and any instructions in the program for better
understanding. While using the program they would fill in the questionnaire. Answers to the questionnaire are
shown in the “Feedback from End User” section.
The feedback from my end user was generally good. They thought the login system that was originally
suggested was implemented well and was easy to use. They also thought that the program being able to mark
their answers was very good once they could understand what it was doing, but at first they were confused
when the program was showing them the correct answer which is a problem with the layout of the program –
they eventually understood and found it helpful. This could be a problem in the future if there are more new
users, but the graph on the past feedback screen was helpful for the user and this could be implemented in the
post question screen.
Something that was a problem for the end user was using the maths codes. Since being able to enter
mathematical functions on a computer can be hard the end user thought it was more of a layout problem.
Firstly they struggled to find the list of maths codes in the program because the question mark button to click
was not clear. They then found it hard to add the maths codes due to the layout or the buttons, or “keyboard”,
the help section. Therefore to improve, better layouts could be tested. This links in to the overall main problem
the end user noted, the program should be made “more attractive for use and interesting”. This is the reason
not all of the objectives were thought to be met by the end user, and testing better layouts and colour
schemes should be done in later versions of the program. This problem is addressed more in the “Extensions”
section.
The end user gave two useful suggestions in the feedback questionnaire. The first was possibly providing “a
timer option or exam practice” option. The end user would be using this program to prepare for exams which
are time limited, and having the option of a time limit for answering questions or completing a revision session
would be useful for revision. The other suggestion was having questions with different levels of difficulties, so
when the user has first learnt a topic they can practice with easy questions, and as they get better they can try
harder questions. This would also be useful for revision as it would help to see how good they are, and in
exams some questions are harder than others. Again, these suggestions are addressed in the “Extensions”
section.

Meeting Objectives
These are the original objectives set in the analysis section of the project, with comments on whether they
have been met or not (with comments from the end user as well).
Objective
Allow the user to select to answer
questions from any of the topics in C3
or C4 (which were listed in the user’s
needs section)
The system has the capability to
randomly generate over a hundred
unique questions for each topic

The system will mark the user’s
answers, and the user can receive
feedback on every revision session so
they know how to improve

Complete / Incomplete

✓
✓
✓

Comments
Questions can be generated for all eight
topics on the topic select screen, the
only thing is that questions cannot be
generated for all of the sub-topics, but
the objective has still been met. The
end user recognises this.
For each individual question type there
is over 50 different possible unique
questions due to the combination of
numbers in the question. Some
questions, such as the “sec, cosec, cot”
can generate 300 unique questions.
Overall, over 100 unique questions can
be generated for each topic so the
objective has been met.
The system will mark whether the users
answer is correct, and will show them
the correct answer if they got it wrong.
However, for some formats of answers
the system will not be able to recognise
it is correct. The system also does not
give in-depth feedback.
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Objective
All scores from revision (on the
system) can be stored and viewed at a
later date

The user can choose to print off any of
the questions on the system

The user can choose to save any of
the questions on the system, and they
can be retrieved to be answered later

The system will be easy to navigate
for users in comparison to the current
system, which can be measured
through a user questionnaire
Complete the first version of the
system by the end of April 2016

0330
Complete / Incomplete

✓
✓
✓
✗
✓
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Comments
All scores are saved to a file, as well as
the scores for each individual topic.
These can be viewed on the feedback
form along with a graph and user
comments. The main menu also shows
some of the statistics from the feedback
file.
From the topic select form the user can
choose to print off questions for any of
the topics, however they cannot be
printed from the saved questions form.
The end user recognises this.
Any of the questions can be saved
whilst being revised by clicking the save
question button. They are all saved in a
file and the user that saved them can
view them on the saved questions
form.
Partially completed. The end user
believes this has been partially met (as
shown in the “Feedback from End User”
section), but could still be improved on.
The system has been completed by
March 2016, so this objective has been
met.

Extensions
A possible extension to the system would be to add a timed revision session feature, as suggested by the end
user in the “Feedback from End User” section, where the user only has a limited amount of time to answer
questions. This would be ideal for the system as real exams are time limited so revision should also have that
option. A possible way of implementing this would be having an option on the topic select form to have a time
limit for the whole revision session (with a recommended time of 3 minutes per question – or different
depending on further end user discussion) and then a timer on the question form. If the user has not finished
when the time is up the answers would be marked how they are. The time limit could also be indicated when
viewing past revision feedback. To implement this extension the target would be: implement a working time
limit option for revision with a variable time limit, to be completed within 2 weeks.
Another extension could be to have questions of different difficulties, and the user can select the difficulty they
want to revise. This would be good for the system as it means when the user is first learning a topic they can
get easy questions for it, and as they get better they can practice with harder questions – improving the
overall revision experience. This could be implemented by having an option on the topic select form for the
difficulty of questions to be generated, in a similar way to the timed session extension. The possible difficulties
could be “easy, medium, hard” or “1, 2, 3, 4, 5”, or a similar naming of difficulties, but also with an option to
have questions from any difficulty. Questions would also have to have different difficulties linked to them so
the question class and question generation would need to be changed. To implement this extension the target
would be: the user is able to select the difficulty of questions to revise when selecting topics, to be completed
within 5 weeks.
An extension that is linked to the previous objectives would be to improve the layout of the program, as the
end user said this objective was only partially met previously and still isn’t better than their current method of
revision (in terms of layout). As the objective had not been met, it would make sense to continue and try to
meet the objective. Meeting this objective would require more discussion with the end user about how the
program could be made more appealing – possibly with the use of more colour and maybe some forms being
laid out better. To implement this extension the target would be: the system will be easy to navigate for users
in comparison to the current system, which can be measured through a user questionnaire, to be completed
within 4 weeks.
One possible extension to improve upon how the system marks correct answers would be to allow answers to
be marked correct when in different formats. Currently the system can only mark certain questions when they
are given in certain formats, such as “(3^x)(ln3)” being marked correct while “(ln3)(3^x)” is marked incorrect
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when it is actually also correct (due to the format it is given in). The two main reasons for this are the program
not recognising the different ways multiplication of terms can be written, as shown above, and not recognising
the different ways fractions can be written. Improving this would require a more complicated marking
algorithm that can handle the two cases mentioned, and it would be complicated to be able to handle all of the
different formats. To implement this extension the target would be: the system can mark all correct answers
as correct regardless of the format they are given, to be completed with 6 weeks.
A final possible extension to be implemented would be the program showing how to get to the answer, and
looking at the users working out (if entered) to suggest improvements. This would be particularly important to
practicing “show that” questions that appear in exams, and would give the working out box on the questions
form a purpose. Implementing this would require a complete change to the marking algorithm as the system
would have to understand several ways of reaching the answer to a question, and the program would have to
be able to show one of the methods to the user in a way that is directly relatable to the unique question being
asked. This could be achieved by writing the algorithms used to calculate the answers in a more mathematical
and user-friendly way (as well as adapted to the unique question) – however marking the users working out
would be a lot harder. It would possibly be the hardest of all extensions mentioned. To implement this
extension the target would be: the system can mark and suggest improvements to the users working out for
each question marked, to be completed within 8 weeks.
Overall, the five extensions mentioned are:
•
•
•
•
•

Implement a working time limit option for revision with a variable time limit, to be completed within 2
weeks
The user is able to select the difficulty of questions to revise when selecting topics, to be completed
within 5 weeks
The system will be easy to navigate for users in comparison to the current system, which can be
measured through a user questionnaire, to be completed within 4 weeks
The system can mark all correct answers as correct regardless of the format they are given, to be
completed with 6 weeks
The system can mark and suggest improvements to the users working out for each question marked,
to be completed within 8 weeks
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